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Summary
The present doument is a thesis presenting a researh led from Deember 2006 to
November 2007 at the department of Industrial and Systems Engineering department
of the National University of Singapore. This researh has a diret appliation in the
teleommuniation industry and the researh topi has been hosen in lose ooperation
with Alatel-Luent. It deals with multiast routing in optial networks; onsidering a
soure and a number of destinations, the objetive is to nd how to link the soure to all
the destinations using the minimum amount of resoures under ertain onstraints.
The problem presents similarities with lassi OR problems. We hose then an ap-
proah based on linear programming. After presenting the problem, dierent mathe-
matial models are proposed. In order to deal with the whole problem, we study few
subproblems using the linear programming perspetive. For eah subproblem, we propose
an integer linear programming model and study its relaxation. Dierent utting planes,
separation algorithms and branh-and-bound strategies are proposed in order to tighten
the relaxation.
We rst start by studying the delay-onstrained shortest path problem. Given a graph
G(V,E), a ost and a delay metris c, d ∈ NE , we try to nd the heapest path between
two nodes s and t suh that the delay involved by this path is not more than a given
limit T . A linear model is proposed for this problem and after studying the frational
verties of the related polyhedron, we propose utting planes and separation algorithms.
We move then to the delay-onstrained Steiner tree problem whih onsists of nding the
minimum ost tree spanning a given set of destinations and the soure node suh that the
delay between the soure and eah destination does not exeed a time limit T . Finally,
we study the whole problem and propose a heuristi to solve it.
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Nomenlature and Symbols
• ∅ : is the symbol used to dene the empty set.
• |.| : |A| denes the number of elements of the set A.
• A : set of ars.
• A1 : the separation algorithm 1.
• A1 it : the number of times A1 is alled.
• A2 : the separation algorithm 2.
• A2 it : the number of times A2 is alled.
• Ay : given a vetor y, Ay is the set of ars where y is not null. Ay = {a ∈ A/y(a) 6=
0}.
• c : ost funtion, c ∈ NA.
• d : delay funtion, d ∈ NA.
• D : the set of the destinations that are not spanned.
• δ(u) : if u is a node: if the graph onsidered is direted, δ(u) = δin(u) ∪ δout(u),
otherwise it is the set of edges for whih u is an end. If u is a set of nodes: if the
graph onsidered is direted, δ(u) = δin(u) ∪ δout(u), otherwise it is the set of edges
that have one, and only one, end in u.
• δin(u) : If u is a node, δin(u) is the set of ars of head u. If u is a set of nodes,
δin(u) is the set of nodes vw suh that {v,w} ∩ u = {w}.
• δout(u) : If u is a node, δout(u) is the set of ars of tail u. If u is a set of nodes,
δout(u) is the set of nodes vw suh that {v,w} ∩ u = {v}.
• G = (V,A) : G is a graph, the set of its nodes is V and the set of its ars is A.
• Gy : given a vetor y dened on a graph G = (V,A), Gy = (Vy, Ay).
• L : is the set of wavelengths that an be used on the graph onsidered. L =
{λ1, λ2, ..., λl}
• lcG(u, v) : is the minimum distane from the node u to the node v on the graph G
using the metri c.
• ldG(u, v) : is the minimum distane from the node u to the node v on the graph G
using the metri d.
• λ : denes a wavelength.
• lim : a parameter setting the maximum number of uts added per iteration for eah
of A1 and A2.
• lim2 : a parameter setting the maximum number of uts added per iteration of the
pre-generation algorithm. lim2 = 0, means that the pre-generation algorithm is not
run.
• LP it : the number of times CPLEX is alled to solve an LP.
x
• MC : the set of multiast apable nodes (note that MC is dened below).
• MI : the set of multiast inapable nodes (note that MI is dened below).
• min(a, b) : If a > b, min(a, b) = b, otherwise min(a, b) = a.
• N : is the set of positive integers.
• nCuts 1 : The number of uts added by A1.
• nCuts 2 : The number of uts added by A2.
• nBr : The number of times branhing is used.
• pi : a onneted predeessors set.
• R : The set of the real numbers.
• σ : a onneted suessors set.
• ς : a onneted suessors set.
• s : the soure node.
• SAU : the Separation Algorithms Used and the order aording to whih they are
used.
• τ : the time bound.
• θ : tree being built by a given algorithm to solve the problem.
• t : destination node.
• T : the set of destinations {t1, t2, ..., tp}.
• V : a set of nodes.
• V (A) : A being a set of ars, V (A) is the set of the ends of the ars in A.
• Vθ : the of nodes on θ that are either multiast apable nodes or leafs multiast
inapable nodes.
• V ′θ : the set of inapable nodes on θ that do not support any new branh.
• Vy : Vy = V (Ay).
• x : is the vetor desribing the tree.
• xλ : is the vetor desribing the tree using the wavelength λ.
• y : is the vetor desribing a delay onstrained s− t path.
• yt : is the vetor desribing a delay onstrained s− t path.
• yλt : if λ is used to link s to t, y
λ
t is the vetor desribing a delay onstrained s − t
path using the wavelength λ, otherwise, it is (should) be equal to zero.
• z : z ∈ {0, 1}L a binary funtion suh that z(λ) = 1 if the wavelength λ is used in
the network.
• ar : is a pair of nodes (u, v), also noted uv.
xi
• heapest path : is the shortest path using the ost funtion c.
• onneted suessors set : of an ar a is a set of suessors ς of a suh that, in the
graph (V (ς ∪ {a}), ς ∪ {a}), ς is still a set of suessors of a.
• onneted predeessors set of an ar a is a set of predeessors pi of a suh that, in
the graph (V (pi ∪ {a}), pi ∪ {a}), pi is still a set of predeessors of a.
• ut : Being given two nodes s and t in a graph G = (V,A), we will all a set of ars
C an s− t cut if there is a subset U ⊂ V suh that U ∩{s, t} = {s} and C = δout(U).
• yle : is a v − v path where v is a node.
• edge : a set of two nodes {u, v}.
• end : for an ar or an edge uv, u and v are the ends.
• fastest path : is the shortest path using the delay funtion d.
• head : onsidering an ar uv, v is the head of uv.
• MC node : multiast apable node, it is a node where a tree is allowed to branh.
• MI node : multiast inapable node, it is a node where a tree is not allowed to
branh.
• multiast apable node : see MC node.
• multiast inapable node : see MI node.
• NKSPH : near-k-shortest-path heuristi.
• path : an s − t path is a set of ars sv1, u2v2, u3v3,..., ult where vi = ui+1 for all i
suh that 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1.
• root node : in a direted graph, the root node s of a tree θ is a node suh that for
any other node v of θ, there is one unique s− v path inluded in θ.
• subgraph : a subgraph G′ = (V ′, A′) of a graph G = (V,A) is a graph suh that
V ′ ⊂ V and A′ ⊂ A.
• suessor : we say that an ar u′v′ is a suessor of an ar uv if there exists a u− v′
path inluding uv and u′v′.
• predeessor : we say that an ar u′v′ is a predeessor of an ar uv if there exists a
u′ − v path inluding uv and u′v′.
• tail : the tail of an ar uv is the node u.
• tree : we will all A′ ⊂ A a tree if there exists a node s ∈ V (A′) suh that for eah
node u ∈ V (A′), there exists one, and only one, s−u path in (V (A′), A′); s is alled
the root of the tree.
• WDM : Wavelength-Division Multiplexing.
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Chapter 1
Introdution to the problem
1.1 Wavelength-division multiplexing networks
Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM) is a tehnology used in optial networks. It al-
lows signals using dierent wavelengths of laser light to be transmitted on the same optial
ber. This tehnology is a good support for high debit demanding appliations beause of
the huge amount of data it an arry. Modern systems an handle 160 signals on the same
link and eah of them an reah a data ow of 10Gbits/se whih means that the total
ow an reah 1.6Tbits/se! This tehnology has a great advantage for teleommunia-
tion operators: it an be used in existing optial networks simply by replaing the devies
alled multiplexers at the ends of optial wires whih avoids ostly replaement of the
whole infrastruture sine all the optial bers already laid an support this tehnology.
During the past few years point-to-multipoint appliations (suh as video onferening,
video on demand, TV broadasting on Internet, distributed games) beame inreasingly
ever-present. In order to satisfy the demand of users, WDM tehnology is expeted to be
adopted for suh appliations. Ahieving eient use of the large bandwidth provided by
WDM networks is an important and hallenging problem.
An easy way to perform point-to-multipoint appliations is to use multiple-uniast:
onsidering a soure s and several destinations (d1, d2, ...), an s−di path is found for eah
pair (s, di) on the network and a wavelength λi is assigned to eah path; if two paths don't
go through the same link they an be assigned the same wavelength, otherwise dierent
wavelengths have to be assigned to these paths. Consider the following network example





Figure 1.1: Example of network where a soure has to be linked to 3 destinations
Eah destination di an be reahed using the path su, udi and sine these paths su, udi
are sharing the link su, they need to be assigned dierent wavelength so one possibility







Figure 1.2: Three dierent wavelengths are needed if the multiple-uniast method is used
One key omponent of networks based on WDM system is the light-splitter. This
optial devie has the ability of splitting a light signal in several signals without additional
eletroni proessing. In order to send data from a point to dierent ones on IP based
networks, data pakets have to be opied and dupliated before it an be addressed to the
destinations; while in optial networks, the signal arrying the data is a light beam that
an be split and redireted in dierent bers. Consider the same network:
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Figure 1.3: One wavelength is suient to span all the destinations if a light splitter is
used in the node u
The use of only one wavelength is enough to route the data from s to the destinations
due to the light splitter plaed at u while three dierent wavelengths were required if we
were using multiple-uniast. As we just saw, building a tree spanning the soure and the
destinations (multiasting) an redue the number of wavelengths used on a network and
then makes more ommuniations possible on the same network.
Light splitting an be done without any knowledge of optial harateristis of the
signal. Thus, WDM networks have a deisive advantage on IP based networks regarding
multiast appliations sine the data an be instantaneously dupliated and it does not
reate any eletroni proessing bottlenek at the nodes of the network.
A WDM network an be modeled as a graph G = (V,A) where eah ar represents
an optial ber and the nodes are the swithes (a swith is a devie that transmits a
signal from the end of an optial ber to the end of another optial ber). A swith an
have the splitting apability if it is equipped with light splitters. In this ase, we all
the orresponding node multiast apable (MC) and multiast inapable (MI) otherwise.
Sine the MC nodes have a ompliated arhiteture and are ostly, it is more realisti to
onsider that only a portion of the nodes are MC.
1.2 Denition of the problem
Consider a WDM network, a soure node s and a set of destination nodes {d1, d2, ...}. We
would like to link s to all the destinations using a multiast tehnique aording to the
following onstraints:
• Splitting apabilities In MC nodes, the signal an be split in several ones but
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not in MI nodes where the signal an only be transmitted to another link. If all
the nodes of the network are MC, one tree may be suient to span all the nodes;
otherwise, the resoures of the network may not be suient and we would need
several trees to link s to all the destinations (we say that we have to build a forest).




If u is an MC node, then one tree is enough to span d1 and d2 beause the signal oming






Figure 1.4: One wavelength is suient if u is MC
If u is MI, the signal oming from s annot be split at u and then two trees are needed








Figure 1.5: Two wavelengths are neessary if u is MI
We onsider that if a destination node reeives the data, it an still forward the data
to another terminal even if it is not an MC node. This assumption is made beause it is
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easy, in a destination node (even if it is an MI node), to tap a small amount of energy
from the inoming signal and forward it to an adjaent link.
• Wavelength assignment A given tree uses the same wavelength; we onsider that
there is no wavelength onverter in the network.
Two dierent trees annot use the same link if they are using the same wavelength.
In the previous example, the solid lines tree and the dashed lines tree are sharing the
link su so they are using two dierent wavelengths λ1 and λ2. Thus, two dierent
light trees have to be link-disjoined if they are using the same wavelength.
• Delay onstraints A signal sent from the soure needs some time to reah the
destination and sine some multiast appliations suh as video onferening and
distributed games are sensitive to the delay between the soure and the destinations,
we need this time delay to be kept below a ertain limit to guarantee a suient
quality of servie. The use of eah link of a path between the soure and a destination
auses a time delay between the time the signal is sent by the soure and the time
the signal is reeived by the destination.
Dierent objetives an be taken into onsideration. We ite here the prinipal objetive
riterions used by the ommunity:
• Minimizing the total ost of the resoures (links) Eah link is assigned a ost
c(l). The objetive funtion we onsider is the minimization of the total ost.
• Minimizing the number of wavelengths used This is one of the most lassi-
al riterions the ommunity tries to minimize as the number of wavelengths used
haraterizes one of the resoures of the network.
• Minimizing the delay between the soure and the destinations As men-
tioned above, some appliations suh as video onferening and distributed games
are very sensitive to the delay so minimizing the delay between the soure and the
destination beomes the key riterion to minimize.
Other problems are derived from the routing problem desribed above. We an ite the
version of the problem where only a minimum number of users has to be served instead of
satisfying all the users assigned to a soure. Subproblems of the main problem we desribed
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are also interesting suh as wavelength assignment to dierent built trees. We also note
one important problem whih is the oneption of networks (in terms of number and
loation of the splitting devies) whih an be derived from the routing problem. Finally,
we note that the problem we have onsidered is stati (the set of multiast requests is
known beforehand and any tra variation takes plae over a long timesale), while we
an onsider the problem of modifying an existing tree when a new soure is added in
during a session.
1.3 An outline for the oming hapters
The problem is very wide and we try to over most of its aspets. We proeed by onsid-
ering eah aspet of the problem separately as it is almost always done for suh kind of
problems. We rst study the delay-onstrained shortest path problem in order to study the
delay onstraints issue rst. One of the key ahievements in this study is proposing uts
dealing very eiently with the delay issue and the orresponding separation algorithms.
We will move then to the delay-onstrained Steiner tree problem for whih the uts and
the separation algorithms are still eient. Adding the splitting apability onstraints to
the delay-onstrained Steiner tree problem will onstitute the next stage of our researh
and some limits of our approah will appear then. Finally, we will onsider that dierent
wavelengths may be used on a network. Sine our algorithm will not solve the problem
within a reasonable time, we will propose a new heuristi (trunk-rst algorithm) based on





If A is a nite set, we will denote |A| as its ardinality. We will all graph G a pair (V,E)
where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges or ars. An arc a is a pair of nodes
(u, v) denoted uv where u is the tail of a and v its head. u and v are also alled ends of
a. An edge e is a set of two nodes {u, v}, arbitrarily denoted uv or vu, u and v being
the ends of e. G is known as direted if E is a set of ars and undireted if E is a set of
edges. A graph G′ = (V ′, E′) is a subgraph of G = (V,E) if V ′ ⊆ V and E′ ⊆ E. In an
undireted graph (resp. direted) G = (V,E), we will all subgraph generated by V ′ ⊆ V ,
the subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) where for all e ∈ E, e ∈ E′ if the ends of e belong to V ′ .
An s− t path is:
• in an undireted graph, a set of edges e1, e2, e3,..., el suh that ei and ei+1 are two
distint edges having a ommon end for all i suh that 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 and suh that
s is an end of e1 and t is an end of el,
• in a direted graph, a set of ars sv1, u2v2, u3v3,..., ult where vi = ui+1 for all i suh
that 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1.
An inidene vetor of the graph G = (V,E) is an element x of {0, 1}E .We will say
that a vetor of inidene x denes an s− t path or, when there is no possible onfusion,
is an s− t path if it assumes 1 on any element of an s− t path and 0 elsewhere.
Let U be a subset of V in G. We will denote δ(U) the set of the edges whih have one,
and only one, end in U if G is undireted. If G is direted, we will denote δout(U) the set
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of ars having their tail in U and their head in V \ U , δin(U) the set of ars having their
head in U and their tail in V \ U and δ(U) = δin(U) ∪ δout(U).
Being given two nodes s and t in a direted (resp. undireted) graph G = (V,E), we
will all a set of ars (resp. edges) C an s − t cut if there is a subset U ⊂ V suh that
U ∩ {s, t} = {s} and C = δout(U) (resp. C = δ(U)).
Let G = (V,E) be an undireted graph. Consider F ⊂ E, V (F ) is the set of the ends
of the edges of F . A yle in G is a non empty v− v path for a node v in V . A subgraph
H = (V ′, E′) is onneted if for all pair of nodes (u, v) ∈ V ′×V ′, there is an u− v path in
E′. F ⊂ E is a tree if (V (F ), F ) is a onneted subgraph of G with no yle. In a direted
graph G = (V,A), we will all A′ ⊂ A a tree if there exists a node s ∈ V (A′) suh that for
eah node u ∈ V (A′), there exists one, and only one, s− u path in (V (A′), A′); s is alled
the root of the tree.
Given a non negative integer n, we will all polyhedron P ⊂ Rn (R is the set of the real
numbers) a set of vetors x ∈ Rn suh that there exist an integer m, a matrix M ∈ Rm×n
and a vetor b ∈ Rm suh that x ∈ P if, and only if, Mx ≤ b. An element x of a
polyhedron P is said to be a vertex of the polyhedron P if there exist no y, z ∈ P and




• a direted graph G = (V,A),
• c ∈ NA a metri representing the ost funtion where N denotes the set of natural
numbers,
• d ∈ NA a metri representing the delay funtion,
• a time bound τ representing the maximum time delay aepted between the soure
and a destination.
• the set of multiast apable nodesMC and the set of multiast inapable nodesMI.
We have MC ∪MI = V and MC ∩MI = ∅,
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• L = {λ1, λ2, ..., λl} the set of wavelengths available on the network,
• a soure node s and a set of destinations (terminals) T = {t1, t2, ..., tp}
• (∀t ∈ T )(∀λ ∈ L) yλt ∈ {0, 1}
A
a binary funtion suh that yλt (a) = 1 if the
wavelength λ is used on the ar a to link s and t. If λ is a wavelength used to link
s to d, then yλd represents an s− d path, otherwise, it is equal to zero.
• (∀λ ∈ L)xλ ∈ {0, 1}A a binary funtion suh that a ∈ A, xλ(a) = 1 if the signal is
using the wavelength λ on the ar a. xλ is a tree representing the ars where λ is
used on the graph, the root of this tree is s.
• z ∈ {0, 1}L a binary funtion suh that z(λ) = 1 if the wavelength λ is used in the
network.
We propose here the rst formulation for the problem:









yλt (a)] = −1 (2.2.1)









yλt (a)] = 1 (2.2.2)






yλt (a) = 0 (2.2.3)
(∀v ∈ V )(∀λ ∈ L)
∑
a∈A
d(a)yλt (a) ≤ τ (2.2.4)
(∀t ∈ T )(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) yλt (a) ≤ x
λ(a) (2.2.5)
(∀v ∈ V )(∀λ ∈ L)
∑
a∈δin(v)
xλ(a) ≤ 1 (2.2.6)






xλ(a) = 0 (2.2.7)
(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) xλ(a) ≤ z(λ) (2.2.8)
(∀t ∈ T )(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) yλt (a), x
λ(a), z(λ) ∈ {0, 1} (2.2.9)
The onstraints (2.2.1-2.2.3) are ow onstraints. If λ is the wavelength used to link s
to t, yλt is then an s−t path and respets the ow onstraints (2.2.3). (2.2.1) (resp. (2.2.2))
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states that, onsidering all the wavelengths available, there is one, and only one, unit of
ow leaving (resp. entering) the soure s (resp. the terminal t). Using only one wavelength
to link s to t is suient. (2.2.4) is the delay onstraint; if λ is the wavelength used to link




t (a) is the total delay introdued by the ars




t (a) = 0.
(2.2.5) is implied by the denition of xλ. Considering any node of V , if (2.2.6) is violated
in a node u, it means that the tree denition is violated. (2.2.7) states that there is no
light splitting in MI nodes; in order not to rewrite those onstraints for the soure and




Figure 2.1: Soure and destination nodes before transformation
are replaed by:
. .
s s′ t t′
. .
Figure 2.2: Soure and destination nodes after transformation
s′ and t′ are given the same splitting apability as s and t and the delay and the ost
of the ars added are equal to zero. (2.2.8) shows that if a tree assoiated to λ is not
empty then the wavelength λ is used.












We propose two other formulations in appendix A. Sine they are not the ones we are
using in the thesis, we hose to put them in Appendix A. The reader an nd further
details in the appendix ited. We detailed, in partiular, why these formulations did not
seem relevant for us.
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Chapter 3
Delay onstrained shortest path
problem
3.1 Introdution
As suggested in 1.3, the problem we are dealing with an be deomposed into several
subproblems that we are going to address one by one. Consider the ILP we proposed for
the problem:









yλt (a)] = −1 (3.1.1)









yλt (a)] = 1 (3.1.2)






yλt (a) = 0 (3.1.3)
(∀v ∈ V )(∀λ ∈ L)
∑
a∈A
d(a)yλt (a) ≤ τ (3.1.4)
(∀t ∈ T )(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) yλt (a) ≤ x
λ(a) (3.1.5)
(∀v ∈ V )(∀λ ∈ L)
∑
a∈δin(v)
xλ(a) ≤ 1 (3.1.6)
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xλ(a) = 0 (3.1.7)
(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) xλ(a) ≤ z(λ) (3.1.8)
(∀t ∈ T )(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) yλt (a), x
λ(a), z(λ) ∈ {0, 1} (3.1.9)
We have already mentioned that if a solution exists and that λ is the wavelength used
to link s to ti, then y
λ
i is a delay onstrained path. In this hapter, we are rst going to
present a short literature review of the delay-onstrained shortest path problem (DCSPP)
before giving an attempt to solve the problem by onsidering a relaxation of an integer
formulation proposed below. This relaxation presents frationary verties that we are
going to address by introduing new uts and separation algorithms.
3.2 Denition of the problem
Given a direted graph G = (V,A), a ost funtion c ∈ NA, a delay funtion d ∈ NA, two
nodes s and t of V and a time bound τ , we look for an s − t path suh that the sum of
the delays of all its edges is less than τ . The delay (resp. ost) of a path is the sum of
the delays (resp. osts) of its ars. We will all heapest (resp. fastest) path, the shortest
path regarding the metri c (resp. d).
3.3 Modeling the problem as an ILP
We onsider an inidene vetor y ∈ {0, 1}A modeling an s− t path p: a ∈ p⇔ y(a) = 1.

















y(a) = −1 (3.3.2)






y(a) = 0 (3.3.3)
∑
a∈A
d(a)y(a) ≤ τ (3.3.4)
y ∈ {0, 1}A (3.3.5)
(3.3.1), (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) ensure that the ow onservation of one unit of ow is
respeted from the soure to the destination. (3.3.4) is the delay onstraint and nally
(3.3.5) means that the solution is integer.
3.4 Literature review
The DCSPP is a partiular ase of a general problem: the Resoure Constrained Shortest
Path Problem (RCSPP). It onsists in nding the heapest path linking two nodes s and
t given multiple limitation onstraints. Formally, given a direted graph G = (V,A), a
number of resoures n ∈ N, a weight funtion w : A→ Rn, a weight limit W ∈ Rn, a ost
funtion c : A→ Rn+ and two nodes s, t ∈ V , the problem is to nd the heapest s− t path
p suh that w(p) ≤W . This problem has multiple appliations. We have already ited and
desribed one appliation in teleommuniations (it onsists in minimizing the resoures
used to send a signal from s to t suh that the time the signal spends to reah t is below a
ertain limit τ). In this ase, w is salar and the problem is alled the Delay Constrained
Shortest Path Problem (DCSPP). Another example of appliation of the RCSPP an be
found in airraft routing (see Carlyle [5℄); a military airraft has to go from a point s to a
point t by avoiding enemy radars, regarding fuel limitation and taking into onsideration
some airraft harateristis suh as turn radius onstraints. The spae is then disretized
and redued to a graph; the problem beomes then nding as optimal s− t path under the
onstraints mentioned above whih an be formalized as inequalities. Other appliations
an be found in ight sheduling (Barnhart [2℄) and railroad management (Halpern and
Priess [16℄).
We have just seen that the DCSPP is a generalization of the RCSPP. The DCSPP is
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related to other problems as well. In the rst hapter, we showed that it an also be a
partiular ase in the problem of building a tree spanning a given set of nodes under delay
and degree onstraints when the number of nodes to span is equal to 2. In some shortest
path problems, the limitations are not linear or annot be put as equations (one example
is showed below). DCSPP is also related to the onstrained Steiner tree problem where
there is only one weight onstraint added (see Rosenwein and Wong [33℄).
RCSPP an be solved using exat algorithms. Three ategories of these algorithms
an be found in the literature: k shortest paths algorithms, Multi-labeling methods and
Lagrangian relaxation based algorithms.
k shortest paths algorithms (where k is a positive integer) look for the k heapest s− t
paths and hoose the heapest of these paths respeting the limitation onstraints. These
methods are useful to solve the DCSPP only when the number of s − t path is limited
as the number of iteration they involve to solve the DCSPP is exponential. On the other
hand, the k shortest paths methods an be used when the limitations are not well dened.
Dreyfus [11℄ and Lawler [24℄ ite the example of power transmission route seletion: Power
has to be transmitted from a point to another using a reasonable amount of resoures but
the ommunity may have path seletion riteria that annot be easily formalized in linear
inequalities. In order to solve the problem, k shortest paths are found and a path whih
aommodates the seletion riteria is hosen. k shortest paths methods are also useful
in sensitivity analysis and this has appliations in biology (see Byers and Waterman [4℄
for details). There are also several versions of the k shortest paths problem. For some
appliations, yles are allowed (Eppstein [12℄ gives an algorithm solving the problem in
O(|A| + |V |log(|V |) + k)). In other versions, yles are not allowed and a path with no
yles is alled simple path. Finding k shortest simple paths is solved by Dreyfus [11℄ in
O(k|A|2) using a simple dynami programming algorithm that nds k shortest paths from
a given soure s to all the nodes of the graph. To our knowledge, the best time bound
(O(k(|V |+ |A|log(|A|))) for the k shortest simple paths problem is given by Katoh [22℄.
Multi-labeling methods are a generalization of Dijkstra's algorithm. They are based
on dynami programming. They an solve the RCSPP in pseudo-polynomial time and
are regarded as the most eetive ones. We will briey desribe one of these algorithms
(Desrohers [8℄ label setting method (DLSM)). DLSM assigns a set of labels to eah node
i, eah label onsisting of a pair of numbers (ci, wi) suh that there is an s− i path of ost
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ci and a weight wi. The algorithm starts with (cs, ws) = (0, 0) and (ci, wi) = (∞,∞) for
any node i 6= s. In order to nd optimal labels for eah nodes i, the algorithm performs
iterations in whih it nds the node with the least weight and updates eventually the labels
of its neighbors using a test similar to Dijkstra' algorithm suh that a path with lower ost
and lower weight is found. This algorithm omplexity is bounded by O(|W ||A|) if none
of the weights is equal to zero, otherwise the omplexity is O(|W ||A|2). Dumitresu and
Boland [13℄ propose a modied version of this algorithm that has the same omplexity but
its running time is substantially shorter thanks, in partiular, to an eient preproessing
method. Other variants an be found in Joksh [21℄, Lawler [25℄ and Jaumard [19℄.
The third type of exat algorithms is based on Lagrangian relaxation relaxation. Gen-
erally in these algorithms, lower and upper bounds are founds after solving a relaxed
problem. Based on the information given by this rst step, the solution spae is redued
and the gap between the upper and the lower bounds is losed. Several algorithms are
used to lose the duality gap: Yen [36℄ uses a k shortest paths algorithm to nd an upper
bound; Melhorn and Ziegelman [27℄ rst solve a linear relaxation of the problem and lose
the gap between the upper and the lower bound using a k shortest paths algorithm as well
and by enumerating paths. For other examples, see Handler and Zhang [17℄, Beasley and
Christophides [3℄ and Ribiero and Minoux [32℄.
There are also plenty of approximation algorithms dealing with the DCSPB (see
Aneja[1℄ and Dumitresu [13℄ (where exat algorithms are tested as well), Carlyle [5℄,
Hassin [18℄ and Kuipers [23℄ for an overview of the problem. We are not going to present
these algorithms here beause the objet of our disussion is about exat algorithms.
The exat method we introdue here is innovative and it is not based on any of the three
exat approahes desribed above. First, new uts for the relaxed problem are proposed,
they are not based on nding upper or lower bounds. They ome from an observation
of the polyhedron of the relaxed problem. As the number of these uts is exponential,
separation algorithms were developed in the present researh. Relevant uts are added to
the relaxed problem through iterations in order to nally nd an optimal solution.
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3.5 Relaxation
Let us onsider the relaxation of the onstraints (3.3.5) to
y ∈ [0, 1]A
and study the polyhedron of the linear program obtained (LP). The resulting polyhedron
is not integer and sine the problem onsidered is NP-omplete [14℄[34℄, we will try to ut
some frational verties by adding some inequalities to the model. Let us rst show an
example of frational verties before introduing our uts. Consider the following graph
suh that the ost of all the edges is 1, the delay of the edges is as follows d(sv) = d(vt) = 1,
d(st) = 8 and τ = 4:
v
s t
Figure 3.1: Example of network






Figure 3.2: Example of optimal frational solution
The ow is split in two s− t paths, one {st} is heap but has a delay exeeding the time
bound and the other one {sv, vt} is more expensive but has a total delay smaller than the
time bound (we reall that the delay of a path is dened as the sum of the delays of all its
ars). Our objetive is to avoid this kind of situations by adding new onstraints to (LP).
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3.6 Additional notations
We will use two dierent distanes; one is related to the ost lc and the other one related
to the delay ld. We denote lcG(u, v) the minimum ost of a u − v path in G and l
d
G(u, v)
the minimum delay of a u− v path in G.
In a graph G, we say that an ar u′v′ is a suessor (resp. predeessor) of an ar uv if
there exists a u− v′ (resp. u′ − v) path inluding uv and u′v′ in G.
We all onneted suessors set (resp. onneted predeessors set) of an ar a, a set of
suessors ς of a suh that, in the graph (V (ς ∪ {a}), ς ∪ {a}), ς is still a set of suessors
(resp. predeessors) of a.
3.7 Examples
We will show some examples to illustrate the idea of the uts introdued. Let us onsider
the delay onstrained shortest path problem between two nodes s and t in a graph G =
(V,A) with a time bound denoted τ . We will also onsider an integer solution of this




Figure 3.3: Example using one ar
If
ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + l
d
G(v, t) > τ
then a delay onstrained s− t path annot inlude uv and this an be written as:
y(uv) = 0 (3.7.1)
The equality 3.7.1 may be similar to some network redution proedures in [5℄ but our
ambition is not to redue the problem by removing some ars. We are going to push the
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idea further: we have seen that if, for an ar a, any path inluding a is not meeting the
delay onstraint, then a should be eliminated. We are going to see how we will eliminate
paths inluding 2 suessive ars a and b suh that any s− t path inluding a and b annot
meet the delay onstraints through an example. We are going to show then how this an
be extended to the ase of three suessive ars through other examples before giving a
generalization of this idea for n suessive ars.




Figure 3.4: Example using two ars
Suppose that y ∈ {0, 1}A is an integer solution of the problem.
Assume that
ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + d(vw) + l
d
G(w, t) > τ (3.7.2)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + d(vw
′) + ldG(w
′, t) ≤ τ (3.7.3)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + d(vw
∗) + ldG(w
∗, t) ≤ τ (3.7.4)
Aording to (3.7.2), a delay-onstrained s− t path annot inlude both of uv and vw
simultaneously. If an s− t path inludes uv, sine it does not inlude vw, it has to inlude
vw′ or vw∗. Then:
y(uv) ≤ y(vw′) + y(vw∗) (3.7.5)
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Assume that
ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + d(vw) + l
d
G(w, t) > τ (3.7.6)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + d(vw
′) + ldG(w
′, t) > τ (3.7.7)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + d(vw
∗) + ldG(w
∗, t) ≤ τ (3.7.8)
Aording to (3.7.6) and (3.7.7), a delay-onstrained s − t path annot inlude both of
uv and vw simultaneously or both of uv and vw′ simultaneously. In order to respet the
delay onstraint, if an s− t path inludes uv, it has to inlude vw∗ as well, whih means:
y(uv) ≤ y(vw∗) (3.7.9)
Assume that:
ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + d(vw) + l
d
G(w, t) > τ (3.7.10)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + d(vw
′) + ldG(w
′, t) > τ (3.7.11)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + d(vw
∗) + ldG(w
∗, t) > τ (3.7.12)
Then this situation is similar to the rst example shown, if an s− t path inludes uv,
then it annot meet the delay onstraint:
y(uv) = 0 (3.7.13)
We an write the same inequality for a piee of a path of three ars {uv1, v1v2, v2v3} suh
that t 6= v1, v2:
w1 w2
u v1 v2 v3
w3
Figure 3.5: Example using three ars
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Assume that
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1v2) + d(v2v3) + l
d
G(v3, t) > τ (3.7.14)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1w1) + l
d
G(w1, t) ≤ τ (3.7.15)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1v2) + d(v2w2) + l
d
G(w2, t) ≤ τ (3.7.16)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1v2) + d(v2w3) + l
d
G(w3, t) ≤ τ (3.7.17)
Aording to (3.7.14) an s−t path respeting the delay onstraint annot inlude the three
of uv1, v1v2 and v2v3 simultaneously. It means that if a delay-onstrained path inludes
uv1 then it also inludes v1w1 or v2w2 or v2w3 (otherwise, it will inlude the three of uv1,
v1v2 and v2v3 and it annot meet the delay onstraint):
y(uv1) ≤ y(v1w1) + y(v2w2) + y(v2w3) (3.7.18)
Similarly:
Assume that
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1v2) + d(v2v3) + l
d
G(v3, t) > τ (3.7.19)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1w1) + l
d
G(w1, t) ≤ τ (3.7.20)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1v2) + d(v2w2) + l
d
G(w2, t) > τ (3.7.21)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1v2) + d(v2w3) + l
d
G(w3, t) ≤ τ (3.7.22)
Again, aording to (3.7.19) and (3.7.21), an s − t path respeting the delay onstraint
annot inlude uv1, v1v2 and v2v3 simultaneously or uv1, v1v2 and v2w2 simultaneously,
then if it inludes uv1, it has to inlude v1w1 or v2w3:
y(uv1) ≤ y(v1w1) + y(v2w3) (3.7.23)
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Assume that
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1v2) + d(v2v3) + l
d
G(v3, t) > τ (3.7.24)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1w1) + l
d
G(w1, t) > τ (3.7.25)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1v2) + d(v2w2) + l
d
G(w2, t) ≤ τ (3.7.26)
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) + d(v1v2) + d(v2w3) + l
d
G(w3, t) ≤ τ (3.7.27)
then:
y(uv1) ≤ y(v2w2) + y(v2w3) (3.7.28)
et...
The main idea of the inequalities (3.7.5), (3.7.9), (3.7.13), (3.7.18), (3.7.23) and (3.7.28)
is, onsidering a piee of path {uv, vw, ...} that annot be inluded in an s− t path meet-
ing the delay onstraint, to rediret the ow oming through uv in appropriate ars on-
neted to {uv, vw, ...} instead of using the more natural inequality:
∑
a∈{uv,vw,...} y(a) ≤
|{uv, vw, ...}| − 1. A simple way to show that the inequalities we propose are tighter than
the natural ones is to onsider the previous example whih has a piee of a path of two
ars suh that ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + d(vw) + l
d





Sine a path respeting the delay onstraint annot inlude uv and vw simultaneously.
This an be written as y(uv) + y(vw) ≤ 1. A frational solution may distribute the ow






This frational point does not violate the inequality y(uv) + y(vw) = 1/2 + 1/2 ≤ 1.
Obviously, this frational solution is not in the onvex hull of the integer solution of our
problem beause it violates the inequality (3.7.5): y(uv) ≤ y(vw′) + y(vw∗). Hene, the
inequalities we are proposing an be stronger than the immediate ones.
3.8 The inequalities
3.8.1 Inequalities for piees of paths
We an generalize the previous inequalities to any piee of s − t path: let p be an s − t
path and two nodes u and vn+1 suh that {uv1, v1v2, ..., vnvn+1} ⊆ p:
. . w . .
u v1 v2 vn vn+1
. . . . .
Figure 3.6: n ars ase
We suppose that ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) +
∑n
i=1 d(vivi+1) + l
d
G(vn+1, t) > τ . We denote






G(w, t) ≤ τ}.
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In the previous illustration the ars of the piee of a path onsidered {uv1, v1v2, ..., vnvn+1} ⊆
p are bold and the ars of F are dashed.
3.8.2 Inequalities for suessors
The previous inequality an be generalized to any onneted suessors set. We introdue
the following valid inequalities. We onsider an ar uv and ς a onneted suessors set
of uv suh that {s, t} ∩ V (ς) = ∅.






where F = {u′v′ ∈ A \ ς |u′ ∈ V (ς); ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + l
d
H(v, u
′) + d(u′v′) + ldG(v
′, t) ≤ τ}
and H = (V (ς), ς).
. . .
s u v . .
. . t
Figure 3.7: The bold ars are the ars of ς while the dashed ones are the ars of F . If an
s− t path inludes uv and does not inlude one of the the ars of F , then it annot meet
the delay onstraint.
Proof. If y violates (3.8.2), then it also violates the delay onstraint.
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3.8.3 Inequalities for predeessors
Symmetrially, the previous inequality an be written for onneted predeessors set. We
onsider an ar uv and pi a onneted predeessors set of uv suh that {s, t} ∩ V (ς) = ∅.






where F = {u′v′ ∈ A \ pi|v′ ∈ V (pi); ldG(s, u
′) + d(u′v′) + ldH(v
′, u) + d(uv) + ldG(v, t) ≤ τ}
and H = (V (pi), pi).
. . .
t v u . .
. . s
Figure 3.8: The bold ars are the ars of pi while the dashed ones are the ars of F . This
inequality is simply obtained by swithing the roles of s and t.
Proof. Considering the previous inequalities, these inequalities are true by symmetry.
3.9 Introduing separation algorithms
Sine the number of uts (3.8.1) and (3.8.2-3.8.3) is exponential regarding |A|, we annot
add all of them to the model. We will proeed in the following way: we will onsider rst
the relaxed version (LP) of our problem:
• Step 1 we solve (LP),
• Step 2 if the solution is integer, it is one of the solutions we are looking for. We
are done,
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• Step 3 otherwise, we onsider the frational solution y and nd inequalities (3.8.2-
3.8.3) that are violated by y. If we nd some, we add the violated uts to our (LP)
and return to step 1, otherwise we onsider a branhing tehnique and return to the
rst step.
The algorithms that nd uts violated by a frational solution y are alled separation
algorithms.
3.10 Separation algorithm 1
3.10.1 Desription of the algorithm
Sine the number of uts (3.8.1) is exponential, we need to use some separation algorithm
to nd violated uts after obtaining a solution of (LP). We are going to present here a
heuristi to separate (3.8.1). Let y ∈ [0, 1]A be a solution of the relaxed problem. We are
trying to hek if y violates one of the inequalities (3.8.1). We denote Ay = {a ∈ A|y(a) >
0}, we onsider a heapest s − t path p in (V (Ay), Ay). We are going to hek on this
path p if the inequalities (3.8.1) are satised by onsidering piees of the path p. We rst
hek for eah ar of p if the inequalities (3.7.1) are satised, then we hek for eah two
onseutive ars if the inequalities (3.7.5) are satised, then we do it for three onseutive
ars, for four onseutive ars, et.
Example 1 : We onsider the following graph G = (V,A) suh that, uv ∈ A⇐⇒ vu ∈
A, d(uv) = d(vu) = 4 if uv is bold and d(uv) = d(vu) = 1 otherwise. The ost of eah of
the ars is 1, exept the dotted ones. The ost of a dotted ar is 100.
s v1 v2 v3
v4
v5 v6 v7 t
Figure 3.9: Example 1 graph
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We onsider the problem of nding the heapest s − t path respeting the delay on-
straint with τ = 13. Using the LP formulation dened by (3.3.1-3.3.4) and y ∈ [0, 1]A,
one optimal solution is given by:
s v1 v2 v3
v4









Figure 3.10: Example 1 frational solution
Obviously, this solution is not in the onvex hull of the integer solutions of the problem
beause the total ost is 5.5 and that it is optimal. We show now the dierent steps of
the algorithm to nd a violated ut:
• We onsider the subgraph of G: Gy = (V (Ay).Ay) with Ay = {a ∈ A|y(a) > 0},
s v1 v2 v3
v4
v5 v6 v7 t
Figure 3.11: Example 1 Gy illustration
• We nd the heapest s− t path in Gy, p = {sv1, v1v4, v4v7, v7t} and we onsider the
piees of this path p to hek whether the inequalities (3.8.1) are respeted or not,
• The algorithm starts heking for all the ars uv of p if ldG(s, u)+d(uv)+ l
d
G(v, t) > τ
(inequalities (3.8.1) when the number of ars in the piees of path is 1).
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• Sine it never happens, the algorithm moves to the piees of p inluding two ars
{{sv1, v1v4}, {v1v4, v4v7}, {v4v7, v7t}} by heking for all {uv, vw} if l
d
G(s, u)+d(uv)+
d(vw) + ldG(w, t) ≤ τ (inequalities (3.8.1) when the number of ars in the piees of
path is 2).
• The inequality is violated for the piee of a path {v1v4, v4v7} and the inequality
y(v1v4) ≤ y(v4v2) is added to the model and we are ready to solve the resulting
linear program to nd an integer optimal solution.
The separation algorithm an be summarized in pseudo ode as follows:
Graph G = (V,A);
Graph G_y = (V_y,A_y);
int tau = timeBound;
Node s = soure;
Node t = terminal;
find p the heapest s-t path in G_y;
int m = 1; (m is the size of the piees of paths onsidered)
while (m <= |p| && no ut added){
for (all the piees of path p, {u1u2,...,umum+1} with length
m){
if (l^d(s,u1)+d({u1u2,...,umum+1})+l^d(um+1,t)<tau){
Ar Array F = buildFfor({u1u2,...,umum+1});
(the denition of F has been given in (3.8.1)











3.10.2 Finding F given a piee of path
Consider a piee of path {uv1, v1v2, ..., vnvn+1} s.t. l
d
G(s, u) + d(uv1) +
∑n
i=1 d(vivi+1) +
ldG(vn+1t) > τ . We notie that all the ars of F have their tail in {v1, v2, ..., vn} and are
not in {uv1, v1v2, ..., vnvn+1} so F ⊂ δ
out(v1, v2, ..., vn). In order to determine if an ar
a ∈ δout(v1, v2, ..., vn) is in F , we need to know l
d
G(s, u) and the funtion l
d
G(., t) (see the
denition of F ).
So, in order to build F , we are rst going to nd ldG(s, u) and l
d
G(., t) whih an be
done in O(|A|+ |V |ln(|V |)) using a modied version of Dijkstra's algorithm as explained
by Duin [10℄. Then, we build δout(v1, v2, ..., vn) whih an be done in O(|A|) (it is a
simple enumeration of ars). Now, for eah ar vjw ∈ δ
out(v1, v2, ..., vn), we ompute
ldG(s, u) + d(uv1) +
∑j−1
i=1 d(vivi+1) + l
d





i=1 d(vivi+1) + l
d
G(vjw) > τ , then vjw is not in F , otherwise, vjw ∈ F . This
shows that F an be built in O(|A|+|V |ln(|V |)). In pratie ldG(s, u) and l
d
G(., t) are known
and building F an atually be done in O(|A|) and as it is redued to ars enumeration
as explained above, the exeution time of the proedure building F is performed in less
than 1 miroseond in the tests we are desribing later.
3.10.3 Complexity
We rst need to nd the path p. This an be found in O(|A|+ |V |ln(|V |)) using a modied
version of Dijkstra's algorithm as explained by Duin [10℄. We also need the distanes from
the soure and the destination and this an also be done in O(|A|+ |V |ln(|V |)). Finally,
heking if the ut must be applied to the piees of p an be done in O(|p| + (|p| − 1) +
... + 1) = O(|p|2) by doing the following approximation: if we onsider a piee of a path
{vivi+1, ..., vk−1vk} then F = {vlu ∈ A \ p|i ≤ l ≤ k − 1}, and sine |p| ≤ |A|, building F
an be done in O(|A|2). The nal omplexity of this algorithm is then:
O(|A|2 + |V |ln(|V |))
3.10.4 Remarks
Remark 1 : In order to nd whih inequalities (3.8.1) are violated by a given frational
solution, we need to nd appropriate piees of path. In order to ahieve that, we looked
at the piees of the heapest s − t path. This hoie is motivated by the fat that the
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experiments showed that this path is often the path in whih we an nd piees for whih
the inequalities (3.8.1) are violated. Intuitively, onsidering an optimal frational solution
of the relaxed problem (if no ut is added), the one unit ow sent by the soure is split
on two paths; one of these two paths is heap but has a long delay and another one that
respets the delay onstraint but is more expensive than the rst one:
v




Looking for the inequalities violated on the heapest path makes sense beause if this
one respets the delay onstraint then the whole ow should be on this path sine we are
looking for the heapest path respeting the delay onstraint.
Remark 2 : The separation algorithm presented is not an exat separation algorithm
beause we look for the uts (3.8.1) violated only on the heapest path. Looking for all
the uts (3.8.1) an be too time onsuming.
Example 2 : To illustrate this idea, let us onsider the following instane:
s v1 v2 v3
. v4 .
v5 v6 v7 t
d(uv) = d(vu) = 4 if uv is bold and d(uv) = d(vu) = 1 otherwise. The ost of eah of the ars is 1,
exept the dotted ones. The ost of a dotted ar is 100.
Figure 3.12: Example 2 graph
One solution of the (LP) is similar to the solution of the rst example without adding any
ut:
This time, the separation algorithm we desribed does not nd any ut to add:
• The algorithm nds the heapest s − t path in Gy = (V (Ay), Ay) (with Ay = {a ∈
A|y(a) > 0} p = {sv1, v1v4, v4v7, v7t}.
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s v1 v2 v3
. v4 .









Figure 3.13: Example 2 frational optimal solution
• The algorithm starts heking for all the ars uv of p if ldG(s, u)+d(uv)+ l
d
G(v, t) > τ .
• Sine it never happens, the algorithm moves to the piees of p inluding two ars
{{sv1, v1v4}, {v1v4, v4v7}, {v4v7, v7t}} by heking for all {uv, vw} if l
d
G(s, u)+d(uv)+
d(vw) + ldG(w, t) > τ . Again, this inequality is true for {v1v4, v4v7} but this time
the inequality that the algorithms tries to add is y(v1v4) ≤ y(v4v2) + y(v4v6) and it
is not violated.
• The algorithm moves to the piees of three ars {{sv1, v1v4, v4v7}, {v1v4, v4v7, v7t}}.
Again, for {sv1, v1v4, v4v7} (resp. {v1v4, v4v7, v7t}), l
d
G(s, s) + d(sv1) + d(v1v4) +
d(v4v7)+ l
d(v7, t) > τ (resp. l
d
G(s, v1)+ d(v1v4)+ d(v4v7)+ d(v7t)+ l
d(t, t) > τ) but
the inequality y(sv1) ≤ y(v1v2)+y(v4v2)+y(v4v6) (resp. y(v1v4) ≤ y(v4v2)+y(v4v6))
is not violated so no ut is added to the model.
• For the last step, the algorithm will onsider the whole path p. This time, we have
lcG(s, s) + d(sv1) + d(v1v4) + d(v4v7) + d(v7t) + l
c
G(t, t) > τ ; but the ut y(sv1) ≤
y(v1v2) + y(v4v6) is not violated.
The algorithm stops without nding any ut. If we onsider now an s− t path p′ dierent
from the heapest s− t path p of Gy, the algorithm will be able to nd a violated ut; let
us onsider the path p′ = {sv1, v1v4, v4v6, v6v7, v7t}.
• We start by heking for all the ars uv of p′ if ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + l
d
G(v, t) > τ .
• Sine it never happens, we move to the piees of p′ inluding two ars. {{sv1, v1v4},
{v1v4, v4v6}, {v6v7, v7t}} by heking for all {uv, vw} if l
d
G(s, u) + d(uv) + d(vw) +
ldG(w, t) > τ .
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• The inequality is never violated. The algorithm moves to the piees of three ars
{{sv1, v1v4, v4v6}, {v1v4, v4v6, v6v7}, {v4v6, v6v7, v7t}}. We have l
d
G(s, v1)+d(v1v4)+
d(v4v6) + d(v6v7) + l
d(v7, t) > τ and the inequality y(v1v4) ≤ y(v4v2) + y(v6v3) is
violated.
The above illustrates that using the heapest path p does not allow us to ut frational
verties of the polyhedron we obtained with the relaxation while using a dierent path (p′
in the example above) an allow us to do it.
3.11 Separation algorithm 2
Sine the number of uts (3.8.2) is exponential too, we will need to separate these uts.
We will use a heuristi for this.
3.11.1 Desription of the algorithm
We onsider the delay onstrained shortest path problem between two nodes s and t
in a graph G = (V,A) and we use the notations already introdued. Let y ∈ [0, 1]A
be a solution of the relaxed problem and we are trying to hek if y violates one of
the inequalities (3.8.2). We denote Ay = {a ∈ A|y(a) > 0}, and Gy = (V (Ay), Ay).
Considering an ar uv, the number of onneted suessors set may be exponential in |A|
and so we are going to take a partiular ase of the onneted suessors sets. Given an
ar uv ∈ Ay, and the set of all the suessors of uv, σ, we will take ς = σ \ δ
in(t) as the
onneted suessors set onsidered for the inequalities (3.8.2).
We will onsider the following example of the frational solution and show how our
separation algorithm proeeds to nd violated uts:
. . t










Figure 3.14: Example of frational solution
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We onsider then the subgraph Ay:
. . t
s u v . .
. . .
Figure 3.15: Representation of Ay
For all ars uv of Ay, we hek if l
d
G(s, u) + d(uv) + l
d
Gy
(v, t) > τ . Suppose that this
inequality is true for the ar uv of our example. We build ς the set of suessors of uv in
Gy whih are not in δ
in(t):
. . t
s u v . .
. . .
Figure 3.16: Representation of ς
We denote W to be the set of the tails of the ars in ς and we build the set F = {u′v′ ∈
A \ ς|u′ ∈W ; ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + l
d
Gy
(v, u′) + d(u′v′) + ldG(v
′, t) ≤ τ}.
. . t
s u v . .
. . .
Figure 3.17: The ars of F are dashed.
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This an be summarized in the following pseudo ode:
Graph G = (V,A);
Graph G_y = (V_y,A_y);
Node s = soure;
Node t = terminal;
for (uv \in A_y){
Ar Array \varsigma = suessors of uv in A_y;
\varsigma = \varsigma - \delta^in({t});
if(l^d_G(s,u) + d(uv) + l^d_(G_y)(v,t) > \tau){
Ar Array F = build F (a,\varsigma);








We rst ompute the distane between eah node and the destination or the soure whih
an be made in O(|A|+ |V |ln(|V |)). For eah ar uv of Ay, building the set of suessors





′, t) > τ for eah edge u′v′ suh that u′ ∈W we need to ompute the minimum
distane from the node v. Building F an then be done in O(|Ay|+ |V (Ay)|ln(|V (Ay)|)),
and a fortiori in O(|A|+ |V |ln(|V |)). The omplexity of the whole algorithm is then:
O(|A|(|A| + |V |ln(|V |)))
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3.12 Examples
Example 1 : Let us rst illustrate this algorithm. Consider the following instane:
s v1 v2 v3
. v4 .
v5 v6 v7 t
d(uv) = d(vu) = 4 if uv is bold and d(uv) = d(vu) = 1 otherwise. The ost of eah of the ars is 1,
exept the dotted ones. The ost of a dotted ar is 100.
Figure 3.18: Example used to illustrate separation algorithm 2
Considering the problem of nding the heapest delay onstrained s − t path with
τ = 13, we show below an optimal solution of (LP):
s v1 v2 v3
. v4 .









Figure 3.19: An optimal frational solution
We will denote again Ay = {a ∈ A|y(a) > 0} and Gy = (V (Ay), Ay), and we will show
how the algorithm proeeds to nd a violated ut (3.8.2) when it looks at the onneted
suessors set (the predeessors ase is very similar to this one).





(v1t) ≤ τ ,
no ut an be found.
• The algorithm moves to the ar v1v4, this time l
d
G(s, v1) + d(v1v4) + l
d
Gy
(v4, t) > τ .
The ut y(v1v4) ≤ y(v4v2) + y(v6v3) is added sine it is violated.
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Remark 1 : We note here that this example was already used to illustrate the rst
algorithm whih fails in nding a violated ut while the seond algorithm an nd one
beause looking at the suessors of an ar of Ay may be equivalent to looking at several
paths; we saw that looking for a violated ut using the heapest path on Gy may not be
suient to nd a violated ut sine studying paths dierent from the heapest path may
be the only way to nd violated uts when the proedure of algorithm 1 is used.
Remark 2 : Yet, the algorithm 2 does not nd all the uts that ould be found by
algorithm 1 as shown in the following example:
s v1 v2 v3
. v4 .
v5 v6 v7 t
d(uv) = d(vu) = 4 if uv is bold and d(uv) = d(vu) = 1 otherwise. The ost of eah of the ars is 1,
exept the dotted ones. The ost of a dotted ar is 100.
Figure 3.20: An example of graph where algorithm 2 fails to nd violated onstraints
while algorithm 1 sueeds in nding uts
Let us onsider the following optimal solution:
s v1 v2 v3
. v4 .








Figure 3.21: A frational vertex





(v, t) ≤ τ ,
and so the algorithm nds no ut to add, while algorithm 1, onsidering the heapest s− t
path in Gy, p = {sv1, v1v2, v2v4, v4v7, v7t} nds the violated ut y(sv1) ≤ y(v4v6)+y(v7v3)
using the piee of a path {sv1, v1v2, v2v4, v4v7, v7t}.
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3.13 Comparing the two algorithms
We showed through the previous examples that some infeasible points are ut by algorithm
1 while they are not by algorithm 2 and vie versa. Hene, running both algorithms makes
sense. An eient way to nd violated uts (3.8.1) would be to explore all the paths of
Gy = (V (Ay), Ay) with Ay = {a ∈ A|y(a) > 0} but it is too time onsuming. We hose
the heapest path to nd these violated uts but a good way to hoose a pertinent s− t
path to explore is still to be found.
The following example shows that both algorithms 1 and 2 an fail in nding a violated
ut:
s v1 v2 v3
v4
v5 v6 v7 t
d(uv) = d(vu) = 4 if uv is bold and d(uv) = d(vu) = 1 otherwise. The ost of eah of the ars is 1,
exept the dotted ones. The ost of a dotted ar is 100.
Figure 3.22: An example of graph where both algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 fail in nding
violated onstraints
The following optimal solution to (LP) is not in the onvex hull of the integer solutions:
s v1 v2 v3
v4









Figure 3.23: A frational vertex
Both algorithms 1 and 2 fail in nding a violated ut in this example while, by onsid-
ering the inequalities (3.8.1), the path {sv1, v1v4, v4v6, v6v7, v7t} and the piee of a path
{sv1, v1v4, v4v6, v6v7, v7t}, the ut y(sv1) ≤ y(v1v2) + y(v1v5) + y(v7v3) is violated.
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3.14 Computational tests
Several tests were led to study the eieny of the ut exposed and to evaluate the
algorithms shown. After generating a random instane, (LP) is solved then the separation
algorithms are used to nd violated uts. These uts are added to (LP) and it is solved
again. When the separation algorithms do not nd any violated ut, a basi branh-and-
bound is used to ontinue to look for an integer solution.
Tests on random instanes did not allow us to evaluate properly the eieny of our
method mainly beause most of the time, the heapest s − t path was also the delay
onstrained heapest s− t path.
3.14.1 Generating instanes on lattie graphs
We moved then to another kind of instanes. We generated square lattie graphs G =
(V,A):
s . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . t
We also onsidered that uv ∈ A ⇔ vu ∈ A and that c(uv) = c(vu) and d(uv) = d(vu).
The delay attributed to uv is given using a uniform random variable assuming an integer
number between 1 and 100, while the ost is given by 100000+ρ where ρ is also a uniform
random variable assuming an integer number between 1 and 100. s and t are nodes in the
orners of the lattie and the time bound hosen is a tight one.
The reason for hoosing lattie graphs is that there is an exponential number of s− t
paths making this kind of instanes ones of the worst ase senarios. Randomizing the
ost and the delay of eah ar makes us explore a large number of instanes and ases and
makes, if we onsider that the time limit τ is tight (whih means that the time bound τ is
lose to the delay of the fastest path)), a lear distintion between the heapest s− t path
and delay onstrained heapest s − t path. The instanes generated with this proedure
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also allowed us to interpret more easily some resulting frational verties of the polyhedron
of (LP).
3.14.2 Results
The tests were led under Windows using CPLEX 10.0 for JAVA on a Pentium 4 2.8Ghz
with 512Mo of RAM.
Given an instane, the algorithm rst solves (LP) and if the solution is not integer, it
runs the Separation Algorithms Used (SAU). If some violated uts are found, these uts
are added to the (LP) and it is solved again, otherwise the algorithm branhes in order to
nd an integer solution. The solving algorithm an be summarized in pseudo ode:
Graph G = (V,A);
Node s = soure;
Node t = terminal;
while (solution is not integer){
Solve LP;
if(the solution is not integer){
run the separation algorithms involved in the test;
;
if(no ut is added){
branh and bound by hoosing one ar a s.t. the value
given to a is non integer and solving the problem
(two times) by imposing that this value is 0 or 1;
}
}
We led several tests in order to test the eieny of the uts and the separation
algorithms. In order to nd an appropriate way to use these algorithms, we tried dierent
ombinations, using A1 or A2 only at eah iteration, A1 then A2 and vie-versa. We
generated 10 lattie feasible instanes for eah of two ases, 40 nodes and 96 nodes,




SAU lim LP it A1 it nCuts 1 A2 it nCuts 2 nBr
A1 ∞ 9.1 2.1 14.6 - - 0.0
A2 ∞ 13.1 - - 2.1 16.8 0.0
∞ 9.1 2.1 14.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
A1 then A2 10 9.1 2.1 13.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
20 9.1 2.1 14.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
∞ 14.1 0.0 0.0 2.1 16.8 0.0
A2 then A1 10 14.4 0.0 0.0 2.4 18.1 0.0
20 14.1 0.0 0.0 2.1 16.8 0.0
grid 6×16 nodes
SAU lim LP it A1 it nCuts 1 A2 it nCuts 2 nBr
A1 ∞ 8.5 5.3 28.9 - - 0.1
A2 ∞ 11.2 - - 6.5 68.4 0.0
∞ 8.2 5.3 28.9 0.1 1.6 0.0
A1 then A2 10 8.3 5.4 27.1 0.1 1.0 0.0
20 8.2 5.3 28.9 0.1 1.6 0.0
∞ 11.2 0.0 0.0 6.5 68.4 0.0
A2 then A1 10 13.7 0.0 0.0 9.0 73.0 0.0
20 11.3 0.0 0.0 6.6 66.5 0.0
Table 3.1: Delay-onstrained path problem tests
SAU : Separation algorithms used and the order aording
to whih they are used
lim : a parameter setting the maximum number of uts added
for eah algorithm and at eah iteration
LP it : The number of times CPLEX is alled to solve LP
A1 it : The number of times A1 is useful
nCuts 1 : The number of uts added by A1
A2 it : The number of times A2 is useful
nCuts 2 : The number of uts added by A2
nBr : The number of times branhing is used
We an notie that the best ombination is to use both algorithms A1 and A2 in this
order. Limiting the number of uts added per iteration does not have a great impat on
the number of iterations neessary to reah the optimal integer solution so, this is a feature
we will keep using when it will ome to solve the problem for trees. One remarkable result
of these tests is that exept for few instanes, we do not need to branh when A1 and A2
are used. This shows the eieny of the uts and the separation algorithms.
3.15 Further developments
We propose a generalization of the uts presented in the appendix B. Sine the tests led on
these uts showed that there was almost no need of branhing in order to reah the optimal
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solution, we onsidered that the performanes of the uts and the separation algorithms are
suient and we will not onsider the generalization proposed in the following hapters.
Enhaned separation algorithms are also proposed in the same appendix.
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Chapter 4
Delay onstrained Steiner tree
problem
Given a graph G = (V,A), a set of nodes W ⊂ V and a ost funtion c ∈ NA, we all a
Steiner tree spanning W , a tree spanning the nodes of W whih is minimum by inlusion.
Finding the minimum ost Steiner tree spanning a given set of nodes W is known as the
Steiner tree problem. The problem onsidered in this setion introdues additional on-
straints whih are the delay onstraints. We will introdue the delay-onstrained Steiner
tree problem and onsider a model for this problem that an allow us to use the uts used
in the previous part for delay onstrained paths.
4.1 ILP formulation
We onsider a graph G = (V,A), a soure s, a set of destinations T = {t1, t2, ..., tn}, a
delay and a ost funtions d, c ∈ AN and a time delay bound τ ∈ N. We onsider then
the delay onstrained Steiner tree problem: we look for a minimum ost tree spanning
{s} ∪ T , G′ = (V ′, A′) suh that ldG′(s, ti) ≤ τ for all i ∈ {1, ..., n}.




















yi(a) = −1 (4.1.2)










d(a)yi(a) ≤ τ (4.1.4)
(∀ i)(∀ a ∈ A)yi(a) ≤ x(a) (4.1.5)
x ∈ {0, 1}A (4.1.6)
(∀i)yi ∈ {0, 1}
A
(4.1.7)
In the above formulation, for an ar a ∈ A, x(a) = 1 means that a is in the tree we are
looking for and yi(a) = 1 means that a is in the s−ti path of this graph.(4.1.1-4.1.3) ensure
that there is a ow unit onserved from the soure to eah destination; it means that if we
restrit ourselves on the subgraph (V (A′), A′) with A′ = {a ∈ A|(∃i ∈ {1, ..., n})yi(a) 6=
0}, there exists an s−ti path for all i ∈ {1, ..., n}. (4.1.4) ensures that the delay onstraint
is respeted. Finally, (4.1.5) means that if a is in the s− ti path of the tree we are looking
for then a is in this graph, it allows us to link the variables (yi)i with the variable x.
4.2 Applying the uts
We onsider again the relaxation of the onstraints (4.1.6-4.1.7):
x ∈ [0, 1]A (4.2.1)
(4.2.2)
(∀ i ∈ {0, 1, ..., n})yi ∈ [0, 1]
A
(4.2.3)
We will all the linear program obtained a delay onstrained Steiner tree problem linear
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program (DCSTPLP). Sine the inidene vetors yi are still modeling delay onstrained
s− ti paths, the uts introdued an still be applied to these vetors. If x, (yi)i∈{1,...,n} is
an integer solution of DCSTPLP then for i ∈ {1, ..., n}:
Prop. The inequalities (3.8.1) are valid; if p is an s−ti path and u and v are two nodes






G(v, t) > τ .
We denote F = {vjw ∈ A \ p|1 ≤ j ≤ n; l
d
G(s, u) + d(uv1) +
∑j−1
i=1 d(vivi+1) + d(vjw) +





Prop. The inequalities (3.8.2) are also valid: onsider an ar uv and ς a onneted





where F = {u′v′ ∈ A \ ς|u′ ∈ V (ς); ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + l
d
H(vu
′) + d(u′v′) + ldG(v
′ti) ≤ τ}
and H = (V (ς), ς).
Proof. Sine yi are s− ti paths, the proofs given in the previous setion hold.
4.3 Pregenerating uts
The results obtained for the delay onstrained shortest path problem showed that we
seldom need to branh to nd an integer solution. This enouraged us to look for a
way to pregenerate uts so we an add them to the model before solving it with CPLEX
(we reall here that useful uts were found for the delay onstrained shortest problem
by nding violated inequalities (3.8.1, 3.8.2, 3.8.3) on a frational solution obtained by
solving (LP)).
As we already mentioned, a frational optimal solution is often of the type αxc+ (1−
α)xd where α ∈ [0, 1], xc is a heap solution violating the delay onstraint and xd is a less
heap solution respeting the delay onstraint. Our idea is to nd heap solutions and
add the inequalities violated by these solutions to the model (LP) before solving it. In
order to generate these heap solutions, we use an approximation algorithm proposed by
Mehlhorn [26℄ to nd a Steiner tree. This algorithms proeeds by building the omplete
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graph G1 = (U,E) where U is the set of nodes to span and the ost of uv ∈ E is the
minimum distane between u and v. A spanning tree Tree is then built on G1 using
Kruskal algorithm. Finally a seond tree Tree2 is built by replaing eah element uv of
Tree by a shortest u− v path of the original graph and deleting all the yles. Tree2 is
the approximation given by the algorithm for the least ost Steiner tree.
In order to pregenerate uts, we proeed as follows:
• Step 0 We rst nd, for eah destination ti, a fastest s− ti path pi and build a tree
alled FastTree by ombining all of the paths pi.
• Step 1We use the approximation algorithm (Mehlhorn) to nd a heap Steiner tree
θ.
• Step 2We apply then A1 to this solution θ in order to nd delay inequalities violated
by this solution and add at most lim2 of them to the linear program onsidered to
model the problem (where lim2 is an integer dened by the user and the inequalities
added are hosen randomly among the one found).
• Step 3 We remove a maximum delay ar a of θ\FastTree from the initial graph G
and ome bak to Step 1 if θ\FastTree6= ∅, otherwise, the algorithms stops.
The proedure an be summarized in pseudo ode as follows:
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Graph G = (V,A);
Node s = soure;
Node Array T = {t1,t2,...,tn};
for (i in {0,1,...,n}){
find pi the fastest s-ti path;
}
Graph FastTree = (V(U_i pi), U_i pi);
if (for all i, d(pi)<=timebound){
Graph Tree = approxSteiner(G,s,T);
while(Tree does not respet delay onstraint){
run separation algorithm 1;
add uts to the model if violated uts found;
remove one ar of Tree from G if its not in FastTree;
Graph Tree = approxSteiner(G,s,T);
}
}
The separation algorithm 2 is not run beause separation algorithm 1 is suient when
the solution is integer (the approximative solution for the minimum ost Steiner tree is
integer).
Comments and remarks : The graph FastTree ensures us that, at the end of the
proedure, a solution of the problem will be found and onstitutes an approximative
solution for the delay onstrained Steiner tree problem. There are two ritial steps in
this proedure. The rst one is to hoose an approximative solution of the minimum ost
Steiner tree. We used for this the algorithm given by K. Mehlhorn [26℄. Other algorithms
ould be hosen to approximate the minimum Steiner tree. Another ritial step is how
we hoose the ar to remove from G at eah iteration. We led several tests and we did
not nd any good way to hoose this ar. In our algorithm, we remove the ar with the
maximum delay whih is not in FastTree and omputations showed that it is equivalent
to remove a randomly hosen ar.
Complexity : The algorithm we use to approximate the minimum ost Steiner tree
problem has a omplexity of O(|A| + |V |ln(|V |)) so, sine the number of iterations is for
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the worst ase |A|, the omplexity of our algorithm is:
O(|A|(|A| + |V |ln(|V |)))
4.4 Computations
We generated dierent lattie graph instanes in order to test the dierent algorithms
exposed. We have learned from the omputational tests led for the delay onstrained
shortest path problem that the best use we an do of the separation algorithm is to run
A1 rst then A2 at eah iteration and sine the vetors yi are still delay-onstrained
path, we will keep using A1 and A2 in the same order. For the tests led for the delay
onstrained Steiner tree problem, we will ompare this approah to the performane of
solving the original model without adding uts by simply alling CPLEX ILP solver. The
instanes generated have 96 nodes instanes; they are generated for 2 to 5 destinations.
The number of uts added per iteration (lim and lim2) is also taken as a parameter. Ten
feasible instanes are generated and the average values of the riteria hosen are listed
below.
The proedure is as follows:
• Step 0 we rst write the linear program (LP) related to the problem using the
formulation given in the present setion and run the algorithm pre-generating uts,
• Step 1 we solve (LP) as a linear problem,
• Step 2 if the solution is integer, it is one of the solutions we are looking for. We
are done,
• Step 3 otherwise, for eah destination t, if yt is not integer, we look for inequalities
(3.8.2-3.8.3) violated by yt by running A1 and then A2 if A1 fails in nding violated
uts. If we nd inequalities violated by yt, we add at most lim of them to (LP) and
ome bak to step 1. If for all the destinations, there is no violated ut found, we
onsider a branhing tehnique and ome bak to the step 1. For the tests below we
branh by hoosing randomly an ar a suh that x(a) is not integer and we branh




SAU lim lim2 LP it A1 it nCuts 1 A2 it nCuts 2 nBr
CPLEX - - 9.4 - - - - -
∞ 0 12.4 19.3 45.2 10.8 102.4 0.3
∞ ∞ 8.6 11.7 326.2 10.8 102.4 0.3
10 0 13.1 20.4 34.7 12.0 72.4 0.3
10 ∞ 9.0 12.5 323.6 8.5 40.5 0.3
A1 then A2 10 5 10.2 14.9 114.6 9.5 48.0 0.3
10 10 10.0 14.5 180.4 9.4 46.6 0.3
20 0 12.7 19.8 44.6 11.2 89.1 0.3
20 ∞ 8.8 12.1 327.4 8.2 50.7 0.3
20 5 10.1 14.7 121.0 9.4 63.1 0.3
20 10 9.7 13.9 183.4 9.0 57.7 0.3
3 terminals
SAU lim lim2 LP it A1 it nCuts 1 A2 it nCuts 2 nBr
CPLEX - - 5.0 - - - - -
∞ 0 10.3 21.6 56.4 12.7 122.3 0.0
∞ ∞ 6.5 11.4 596.3 7.0 53.6 0.0
10 0 13.1 29.0 50.2 17.9 88.3 0.0
10 ∞ 7.2 13.4 595.8 8.6 36.2 0.0
A1 then A2 10 5 9.7 20.3 176.6 13.2 64.0 0.0
10 10 8.7 17.6 289.0 11.4 52.5 0.0
20 0 10.8 22.8 53.2 13.4 101.3 0.0
20 ∞ 6.7 12.0 596.5 7.4 40.6 0.0
20 5 8.6 17.5 180.2 10.6 67.9 0.0
20 10 7.9 15.6 288.9 9.7 62.1 0.0
4 terminals
SAU lim lim2 LP it A1 it nCuts 1 A2 it nCuts 2 nBr
CPLEX - - 5.5 - - - - -
∞ 0 6.9 15.8 53.2 6.5 97.1 0.0
∞ ∞ 4.1 5.1 305.6 3.0 48.5 0.0
10 0 7.7 18.4 51.2 8.7 75.6 0.0
10 ∞ 4.7 6.8 304.3 4.8 40.4 0.0
A1 then A2 10 5 5.2 9.1 132.8 5.6 46.5 0.0
10 10 4.9 7.4 208.7 4.8 39.3 0.0
20 0 7.1 16.6 54.6 7.2 91.3 0.0
20 ∞ 4.2 5.3 305.8 3.1 42.5 0.0
20 5 4.7 7.7 134.0 4.3 54.2 0.0




SAU lim lim2 LP it A1 it nCuts 1 A2 it nCuts 2 nBr
CPLEX - - 22.3 - - - - -
∞ 0 7.7 19.8 44.9 11.9 203.2 0.0
∞ ∞ 5.7 11.5 486.0 9.0 129.5 0.0
10 0 9.4 25.1 43.5 16.6 130.5 0.0
10 ∞ 6.3 14.2 491.4 10.9 74.8 0.0
A1 then A2 10 5 6.3 15.4 170.5 11.2 87.8 0.0
10 10 6.4 14.9 291.9 11.4 79.7 0.0
20 0 8.2 21.9 47.9 13.7 169.6 0.0
20 ∞ 5.7 11.8 487.0 9.1 103.9 0.0
20 5 6.2 13.8 172.4 9.8 114.1 0.0
20 10 6.0 13.3 289.7 10.3 117.5 0.0
Table 4.1: Delay-onstrained Steiner tree problem tests
SAU : Separation algorithms used and the order aording
to whih they are used
lim : a parameter setting the maximum number of uts added
for eah algorithm and at eah iteration
lim2 : a parameter setting the maximum number of uts added
for eah iteration of the antiipation algorithm.
lim2 = 0 means that no antiipation is used
LP it : The number of times CPLEX is alled to solve LP
A1 it : The number of times A1 is useful
nCuts 1 : The number of uts added by A1
A2 it : The number of times A2 is useful
nCuts 2 : The number of uts added by A2
nBr : The number of times branhing is used
The results show that if A1 and A2 are used, the algorithm still needs to branh in
very few ases and the optimal integer solution is reahed in few iterations. Limiting the
number of uts added to (LP) is here again useful sine the number of uts added to
reah the optimal solution is very reasonable as the results show. These results also show
that the algorithm pregenerating uts is not eient sine the number of iterations is not
very dierent from the one obtained when this algorithm is used while the number of uts
added is onsequent, we will not onsider this feature for further work.
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Chapter 5
Degree and delay onstrained
Steiner tree problem
As the arhiteture of the light splitters is omplex and ostly, we will onsider that only
a portion of the nodes in an optial network are multiast apable (we will say that the
network has sparse light splitting apability). This assumption is more realisti than
onsidering that all the nodes are multiast apable (we say then that the network is fully
multiast apable) beause building suh a network would be too ostly.
In the previous setion, we onsidered, given a soure, a set of destinations and a time
bound, the problem of nding a minimum ost Steiner tree spanning the soure and the
destinations and respeting the delay onstraint. This problem orresponds to the ase of
a fully multiast apable network beause the Steiner tree built an branh in any node
while this is not possible in networks where only a portion of the nodes are multiast
apable. In this ase, the spanning tree we are looking for an branh only in multiast
apable nodes.
5.1 Desription of the problem
We onsider an optial network with sparse splitting apability, a soure node s, a set of
destinations (or terminals) T = {t1, t2, ..., tp} and a time bound τ . We model the network
as a direted graph G = (V,A). We will note MC (resp. MI) the set of multiast apable
(resp. multiast inapable) nodes (note that MC ∪MI = V and that MC ∩MI = ∅). A
delay funtion d ∈ NA and a ost funtion c ∈ NA are assoiated to the graph G.
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Our objetive is to nd a minimum ost tree T spanning the soure s and the destina-
tions T suh that the delay onstraint is respeted and suh that the tree does not branh
in multiast inapable nodes.
5.2 ILP formulation
We propose the following formulation. We will simply adapt the formulation proposed in
setion 2 to the problem studied in the present setion. We onsider:
• a direted graph G = (V,A),
• c ∈ NA a metri representing the ost funtion,
• d ∈ NA a metri representing the delay funtion,
• a time bound τ representing the maximum time delay aepted between the soure
and a destination,
• The set of multiast apable nodes MC and the set of multiast inapable nodes
MI. We have MC ∪MI = V and MC ∩MI = ∅
• a soure node s and a set of destinations (terminals) T = {t1, t2, ..., tp},
• (∀t ∈ T ) yt ∈ {0, 1}
A
a binary funtion suh that yt(a) = 1 if the ar a is used to
link s and t. yt represents an s− t path,
• x ∈ {0, 1}A a binary funtion suh that a ∈ A, x(a) = 1 if the ar a is used to link
the soure to a destination. x is a tree representing the ars where λ is used on the
graph and the root of this tree is s.
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We write the following onstraints modeling our problem:






yt(a) = −1 (5.2.1)






yt(a) = 1 (5.2.2)






yt(a) = 0 (5.2.3)
(∀v ∈ V )
∑
a∈A
d(a)yt(a) ≤ τ (5.2.4)
(∀t ∈ T )(∀a ∈ A) yt(a) ≤ x(a) (5.2.5)
(∀v ∈ V )
∑
a∈δin(v)
x(a) ≤ 1 (5.2.6)






x(a) = 0 (5.2.7)
(∀t ∈ T )(∀a ∈ A) yt(a), x(a) ∈ {0, 1} (5.2.8)






After relaxing the onstraints (5.2.8), omputational tests showed that some uts are to be
added in order to avoid some impossible situations. We will desribe here these situations
and propose uts that an be found in the literature to avoid them.
5.3.1 Cuts 1
Consider that we obtain a frational solution by relaxing the onstraints (5.2.8). Some of
the frational solutions that we obtained present the following situations: onsidering a
node v ∈ V \ ({s} ∪ T ), the vetor x, whih is a frational vertex, an have these values:
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Figure 5.1: An impossible situation in the onvex hull of the integer solutions
Let us rst show why these kind of situations are impossible. The vetor x is supposed
to be in the onvex hull of the inidene vetors representing Steiner trees spanning T and
suh that their root is s. Consider now x¯ an inidene vetor of that onvex hull. Sine v
is not a destination,
• if x¯(δin(v) \ {uv}) = 0 then x¯(vu) = 0 otherwise the tree {a ∈ A/x¯(a) = 1} is not
minimal by inlusion beause {a ∈ A/x¯(a) = 1} \ {uv, vu} is also a tree spanning T
and has s as a root,
• if x¯(δin(v) \ {uv}) ≥ 1, sine x¯(vu) ∈ {0, 1}, we have x¯(δin(v) \ {uv}) ≥ x(vu).





Sine the inequality is true for all the inidene vetors and that x is in the onvex





Other similar situations an our even if the uts (5.3.2) are not violated:
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Figure 5.2: A generalization of the previous situation
The inequalities (5.3.2) an be generalized to these ases by replaing v by a onneted
subset of nodes:
(∀ U ⊂ V \ (T ∪ {s}))(∀ vu ∈ δout(U)) x(vu) ≤ x(δin(U) \ {uv}) (5.3.3)
The number of the inequalities (5.3.3) is exponential, we will add the inequalities (5.3.2)
only to our model.






In order to inlude the light splitting apability in our model, we added the onstraints
(5.2.7). These onstraints state that the ow x is onserved in the multiast inapable
nodes. For the multiast apable nodes, we simply did not add any onstraint. After
some tests, we realized that frational solutions present some anomalies. For example, a





Figure 5.3: Example of another kind of impossible situations
Even if there is no ow entering the node w, there is a ow oming from it. We propose
the following inequalities to avoid this kind of situation:




Sine (yt)t∈T are all ow onservative, the previous situation annot happen when we
add the inequalities (5.3.5).
5.4 Tests
We use for the tests presented in this setion instanes generated aording to the pro-
edure already used in the delay-onstrained shortest path problem. We generate grid
graphs where the soure and the destinations are xed and we run our algorithm (noted
A in the tables) and ompare the number of LP iterations needed to reah the optimal
solutions for both A and CPLEX. We ran the tests for instanes inluding 2 to 4 terminals
following the proedure desribed below for algorithm A:
• Step 0 we rst write the linear program (LP) related to the problem using the
formulation given in the previous setion and adding all the inequalities (5.3.2) and
(5.3.5),
• Step 1 we solve (LP),
• Step 2 if the solution is integer, it is one of the solutions we are looking for. We
are done,
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• Step 3 otherwise, we onsider, for eah destination t, if yt is not integer, nd
inequalities (3.8.2-3.8.3) violated by yt. If we nd inequalities violated by yt, we
add them to (LP) and ome bak to step 1. If for all the destinations, there is no
violated ut found, we onsider a branhing tehnique and ome bak to the rst
step.
We have tried several branhing tehniques but none of them performed better than a
random one, so we hose to branh aording to a randomly hosen value x(a) whih is
not integer. The following tables present the results of eah of the instanes generated:
grid 16×8 nodes
2 terminals
instane a b  d e f g h i j
A 7 5 7 6 6 2 7 9 3 16
CPLEX 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
3 terminals
instane k l m n o p q r s t
A 1 4 9 4 12 26 18 5 15 150
CPLEX 6 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 255 180
4 terminals
instane u v w x y z α β γ λ
A 13 6 1 8 1 8 39 193 14 4
CPLEX 0 0 0 226 0 0 0 1 120 85
Table 5.1: Tests for the ases where only one wavelength is used
Let us rst note that when CPLEX has to solve ILP, it rst runs sophistiated heuristis
and elimination tests aiming to redue the size of the solution spae before going into
looking for an optimal solution by solving the relaxed problem trough suessive iterations
of the simplex. This aspet gives a deisive advantage to CPLEX on our algorithm and
yet, the results show that, while the dierene between the number of iterations for both of
CPLEX and A is not large in the ases where the solution is quikly found, there are some
instanes where A is muh faster (ases t and x for example). These ases illustrate the
fat that the uts we have introdued deal with the delay issue eiently sine a random
approah an lead to an exessive number of iterations.
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These tests also showed limitations to our approah sine, for some instanes, a large
number of iterations are needed to solve the problem (instane t). Sine we did not
enounter this problem for the delay-onstrained Steiner tree problem, we believe that
adding the degree onstraints is the ause of the diulties we are experiening. To deal





Solving the problem using our method after adding the light splitting apability onstraints
and onsidering solutions involving several wavelengths gave poor results if we onsider the
average solving time. We deided then to nd a heuristi that ould be eient in solving
our problem. We will rst explore some heuristis found in literature before onstruting
our heuristi.
6.1 Light forest without delay onstraints
6.1.1 A brief introdution to the problem
We onsider here the same problem without the delay onstraints. Given a WDM network
with sparse light splitting apability, a soure node s, a set of terminals T , and a set of
available wavelengths L = {λ1, λ2..., λl}, we try to nd a set of trees of root s, spanning
the nodes of T and respeting the light splitting onstraints. As we explained in the
rst part, regarding the light splitting apability of the network, one tree may not be
suient to link the soure to all the destinations, thus, we may need to build more than
one light tree (eah tree using dierent wavelengths) in order to link the soure to all the





t1 t2 t3 t4
Sine w is multiast inapable, we will need to build at least two light trees to link s to





t1 t2 t3 t4
λ1 λ2
Figure 6.1: Two trees are neessary to span all of the destinations
The tree using the wavelength λ1 is spanning t1 and t2 while the tree using the wave-
length λ2 is spanning the remaining destinations t3 and t4. A possible ILP formulation
based on the ones we proposed previously is:









yλt (a)] = −1 (6.1.1)









yλt (a)] = 1 (6.1.2)






yλt (a) = 0 (6.1.3)
(∀t ∈ T )(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) yλt (a) ≤ x
λ(a) (6.1.4)
(∀v ∈ V )(∀λ ∈ L)
∑
a∈δin(v)
xλ(a) ≤ 1 (6.1.5)
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xλ(a) = 0 (6.1.6)
(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) xλ(a) ≤ z(λ) (6.1.7)
(∀t ∈ T )(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) yλt (a), x
λ(a), z(λ) ∈ {0, 1} (6.1.8)










where α >> 1 beause our priority is to minimize the number of wavelengths used. We
will introdue three heuristis proposed by Zhang et al. [37℄ and propose later a heuristi
based on these ones.
6.1.2 Reroute-to-soure algorithm
One way to solve our problem is to build a Steiner tree without taking into onsideration
the light splitting apability onstraints and then modify the Steiner tree obtained in order
to make it math these onstraints.
There are many approximation algorithms for the minimum ost Steiner tree problem.
One of these algorithms onsists in building a tree spanning all the nodes of the network
(whih an be done in polynomial time) and then pruning all the unneessary branhes of
the spanning tree in order to obtain a Steiner tree spanning a given set of nodes. Many
other algorithms are available, a simple algorithm is proposed by Mehlhorn [26℄ and a
more sophistiated and eient one is proposed by Tobias et al. [31℄.
Consider a Steiner tree of root s and spanning the destinations. Some multiast
inapable nodes may be used as branhing nodes. We onsider all the nodes exeeding
their multiast apability (multiast inapable nodes used as branhing nodes) in a given
order (depth rst for example). When suh a node u is found, we ut one of the branhes
rooted in u and, on the tree T ′ obtained by doing so, we try to onnet the ut o
destination nodes to T ′ by nding a multiast apable node on T ′ to whih one of the
ut o destinations an be onneted without using any of the nodes of T ′. If there are
still some destination nodes that ould not be onneted at the end of the proedure, we
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iterate again the proedure by onsidering the set of these remaining nodes as the set of
destination nodes and building another tree onsidering the steps shown above. The set of
trees obtained when all the destinations nodes are spanned gives a solution to the original
problem.
We will give here one example to illustrate this algorithm. Consider the graph shown
below, a soure node s and a set of destinations {t1, t2, t3, t4}. All the nodes are multiast






Figure 6.2: An example of instane
A possible Steiner tree obtained by ignoring the multiast apability of the nodes an be






Figure 6.3: A Steiner tree spanning all the destinations is onsidered
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The multiast apability is violated in the node w beause w is multiast inapable
and annot be used as a branhing point. We deide then to ut the branhes leading to






Figure 6.4: Some branhes are ut in order to satisfy the degree onstraints (w is multiast
inapable)
There is a path that an link t4 to a multiast apable node (u): {yt4} while t1 annot be
linked to neither u nor v. The solution given by the algorithm is then a set of two trees






Figure 6.5: The nal solution provided by the algorithm. t4 ould be linked to the




Reroute-to-any algorithm is very similar to reroute-to-soure algorithm. We previously
tried to onnet ut-o destinations to multiast apable nodes; this time we will try to
onnet them to destinations nodes whih are leaves of the tree onsidered as well. Let us






Figure 6.6: The same instane is onsidered
After building the same Steiner tree as previously and utting the same branhes leading







Figure 6.7: The following tree is obtained by utting branhes from a Steiner tree as in
the previous example
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This time, both t1 and t4 an be linked. t4 is linked, again, to a multiast apable node






Figure 6.8: t4 is linked to the multiast apable node u while t1 is linked to the leaf node
t2
Thus, one tree is enough to span all the destinations this time.
Remark: We would like to note here that the reroute-to-any algorithm is not always
more eient than the reroute-to-soure algorithm. We do not go into details here beause
our purpose is not to study these algorithms. For a detailed omparison, we invite the
reader to refer to Zhang et al. [37℄.
6.1.4 Member Only algorithm
This algorithm aims to build the tree by linking the destinations to the soure, one by one.
We will denote θ the tree we are building, Vθ the set of nodes on θ that are either multiast
apable nodes or leaf multiast inapable nodes, V ′θ the set of multiast inapable nodes
of θ that do not support any new branh. We will also denote D the set of destinations
that are not in θ.
The algorithm nds the shortest u − v path not using any of the nodes of V ′θ where
u ∈ Vθ and v ∈ D and add this path to θ. After updating Vθ, V
′
θ and D, we start
again. The algorithm stops iterating when D is empty or when none of the nodes of D
an be reahed. If the algorithm nishes without spanning all the destinations, we build
trees spanning the remaining nodes following the same proedure until there is no more
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destination to span. The solution is given by the set of trees built by the algorithm.
In order to illustrate this algorithm, let us onsider again the example used previously;
onsider the graph shown below, a soure node s and a set of destinations {t1, t2, t3, t4}.
All the nodes are multiast inapable exept u and v and we onsider that all the ars






Here are the four steps of this algorithm:
s s
t1 w t1 w
u t4 u t4
t2 v t2 v
t3 t3
s s
t1 w t1 w
u t4 u t4
t2 v t2 v
t3 t3
Figure 6.9: Steps of the algorithm
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• At rst we have θ = ∅, Vθ = {s}, V
′
θ = ∅ and D = {t1, t2, t3, t4}. There are two
shortest paths from s to a destination: {sw,wt1} and {sw,wt4}. Let us onsider
that {sw,wt1} is (arbitrarily) hosen. Now, θ = {sw,wt1}, Vθ = {t1}, V
′
θ = {w}
and D = {t2, t3, t4}.
• Now, the shortest path from a node of Vθ to a node of D is the t1 − t2 path {t1t2}.
After adding this path to θ, we have: θ = {sw,wt1, t1t2}, Vθ = {t2}, V
′
θ = {w, t1}
and D = {t3, t4}.
• The shortest path from a node of Vθ to a node of D is the t2 − t3 path {t2v, vt3}.
After adding this path to θ, we have: θ = {sw,wt1, t1t2, t2v, vt3}, Vθ = {v}, V
′
θ =
{w, t1, t2} and D = {t4}.
• Finally, the shortest path from a node of Vθ to a node of D is the v − t4 path
{vu, ut4}. After adding this path to θ, we have: θ = {sw,wt1, t1t2, t2v, vt3, vu, ut4},
Vθ = {v, u, t4}, V
′
θ = {w, t1, t2} and D = ∅. The algorithm is done as all the
destination nodes are spanned.
6.2 Light forest with delay onstraints
Before proposing our own heuristi, we would like to introdue another heuristi: the near-




We onsider the problem as it is desribed in setion 2. Given a direted graph
G = (V,A), two metris c ∈ NA (ost funtion) and d ∈ NA (delay funtion), a time
bound τ , a soure node s and a set of destinations T = {t1, t2, ..., tp}, our objetive is to
nd a minimum number of trees linking s to all of the destinations, with the minimum
ost and respeting the delay onstraint. We reall the ILP formulation we proposed in
1
The original NKSPH is designed to solve the problem when some wavelengths annot be used on some
given ars.
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setion 2 (we keep using the same notations):









yλt (a)] = −1 (6.2.1)









yλt (a)] = 1 (6.2.2)






yλt (a) = 0 (6.2.3)
(∀v ∈ V )(∀λ ∈ L)
∑
a∈A
d(a)yλt (a) ≤ τ (6.2.4)
(∀t ∈ T )(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) yλt (a) ≤ x
λ(a) (6.2.5)
(∀v ∈ V )(∀λ ∈ L)
∑
a∈δin(v)
xλ(a) ≤ 1 (6.2.6)






xλ(a) = 0 (6.2.7)
(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) xλ(a) ≤ z(λ) (6.2.8)
(∀t ∈ T )(∀a ∈ A)(∀λ ∈ L) yλt (a), x
λ(a), z(λ) ∈ {0, 1} (6.2.9)










where α and β are two positive numbers (usually with α >> β).
Given an integer k > 0, for eah destination node t, we build k delay onstrained s− t
paths. We hoose an s − t path for eah destination t and we ombine them to obtain a
graph G′. In this graph we rst hek if the splitting apability is violated: if a multiast
inapable node is used as a branhing point, we redue the number of the destinations
spanned in order to meet the light splitting apability at the node onsidered, after doing
so, G′ is built by ombining s − t paths where t is a destination node of T ′ ⊂ T . T ′ is
hosen suh that, when the s − t paths (for t ∈ T ′) are ombined to form the graph G′,
the light splitting apability is not violated. Finally, after building G′, we eliminate the
yles by deleting the ar with maximum delay. After eliminating all the yles, we obtain
a tree whose root is s and whih is spanning the destinations T ′. If the tree built does not
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span all of the nodes, we start again by building another tree spanning some or all of the
remaining destinations and we iterate this proess until all the destinations are spanned.
Now that we have given the outline of this algorithm, let us go into more details. We
give here the dierent steps of this algorithm (taken from [7℄):
• For eah destination t, nd at most k s− t paths meeting the delay onstraint.
• For eah destination t, selet one of the k s − t paths. Combine the |T | paths for
all the destinations to form a graph. Corresponding to k|T | possible ombinations
of paths for |T | destinations, at most k|T | graphs have to be onstruted.
• For any node violating its light splitting apability onstraint in eah of the k|T |
graphs, reserve the outbound edges whose number is equal to the light splitting a-
paity of the node and whih overs more number of destinations than the eliminated
to form a tree.
• If, for a node u, we have |δin(u)| > 1 (whih means that there is a yle in our
graph), we onserve only the ar of δin(u) with the minimum delay to eliminate the
yle.
• Choose the tree with a minimum ost out of the k|T | trees to be a andidate and
remove the spanned destinations from T .
• Repeat the previous steps until T is empty.
6.3 Comparing the approahes of the algorithms explored
The delay onstraints NKSPH is the only algorithm introdued that ould be di-
retly applied to our problem sine the other algorithms investigated ignore the delay
onstraints. The solutions given by the reroute-to-soure, reroute-to-any or the member-
only algorithms may give solutions that do not respet the delay onstraints.
The light splitting apability One of the ritiisms that ould be made on the NKSPH
is that, when it is building a tree by ombining dierent paths, the fat that the light
splitting apability is respeted is arbitrary. The algorithm ombines paths and then
redues eventually some of the built paths in order to make the graph obtained respet
the light splitting onstraints. We an notie that the reroute-to-soure, reroute-to-any
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and member-only algorithms have a dierent approah sine they proeed by building a
tree whih is respeting the light splitting apability diretly by avoiding using the ars
that may lead to a violation of the light splitting onstraints. This point is very important
beause the density of multiast apable nodes an be low in a network (about 15%). If
we onsider an s− t1 and an s− t2 paths where t1 and t2 are destinations, the probability
that the graph obtained by unifying both of these paths obeys the splitting onstraints
strongly depends on the density of the multiast apable nodes in the network. Consider






We an onsider the two paths {sw,wt1} and {sw,wu, uv, vt2}:
s s
t1 w t1 w
u t4 u t4
t2 v t2 v
t3 t3






Figure 6.10: Combining the two paths leads to the violation of the degree onstraint in w
The tree obtained by ombining the two paths gives a tree whih violates the light
splitting apability in w (w is a multiast inapable node). This will lead the NKSPH
algorithm to propose a solution using two trees to link the soure to the destinations. The
member-rst algorithm proeeds dierently sine, after onsidering that the s − t1 path
is inluded in the tree, it will try to omplete this graph in order to span t2 taking into
onsideration the light splitting apability of the nodes while, in the NKSPH, we just hope
that the graph obtained by ombining the paths meets the light splitting apability of the
nodes. The member-rst algorithm will see that t2 an atually be linked to the tree by






Figure 6.11: Solution proposed
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6.4 The trunk-rst algorithm
We will onsider in the following subsetion a direted graph G = (V,A), a set of multiast
apable (resp. inapable) nodes MC ⊂ V (resp. MI ⊂ V ), two metris c ∈ NA (ost
funtion) and d ∈ NA (delay funtion), a time bound τ , a soure node s and a set of
destinations T = {t1, t2, ..., tp}.
We will propose here an algorithm that ombines the two aspets mentioned. This
algorithm will try to build trees meeting the delay onstraints and the approah will be
suh that the onstrution of the tree will avoid exeeding the light splitting apability of
the nodes.
Considering that the splitting apability is a resoure that we should use eiently,
we will proeed by inluding multiast apable nodes to the trees we are building. We
rst identify a multiast apable node u that an be onneted to a maximum number of
destinations. After building the trunk s− u whih is simply an s− u path, we onnet u
to a maximum number of terminals without involving any node of the trunk.
Consider the following instane where u, v and w are multiast apable:
t1
v
s w u t2
t5 t4 t3
Figure 6.12: Example of instane




s w u t2
t5 t4 t3
Figure 6.13: The trunk {sv, vu}
and we omplete the graph by joining the node u to the loser destinations:
t1
v
s w u t2
t5 t4 t3
Figure 6.14: u is linked to t1, t2 and t3.
We onsider afterwards the multiast apable nodes and the leaf multiast inapable
nodes that an still be onneted to the destinations whih are not spanned yet and we
onsider them as soures. Sine the node v is multiast apable, we will onsider it as
a new soure, nd the multiast apable node in the graph that is loser to a maximum




s w u t2
t5 t4 t3
Figure 6.15: Another trunk vw is built
We will nally link the multiast apable node whih loser to the maximum number
of destinations to link it to these destinations:
t1
v
s w u t2
t5 t4 t3
Figure 6.16: t4 and t5 are linked to w
After giving the general idea of this algorithm, let us give more details about some key
points. In order to build the trunk, we need to nd a multiast node that we an onnet
to a maximum number of destinations. we have to onsider tree points in order to build
a valid tree:
• Let us onsider that we have already built a trunk s − u whih is a shortest s − u
path onsidering the delay metri. If t is a destination node and ldG(s, u)+ l
d
G(u, t) >
τ , it means that there is no s − t path going through u and meeting the delay
onstraints. Then the destination nodes that an be linked to u are the ones in
the set {y ∈ T/ldG(s, u) + l
d
G(u, t) ≤ τ} (we will use the notation TG(u) = {y ∈
T/ldG(s, u) + l
d
G(u, t) ≤ τ}).
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• We also have to onsider the degree of the the multiast node we hoose. If the
degree of a node u is d, then u an be onneted to at most d − 1 destinations.
This point an be illustrated using the previous example; let us onsider that τ = 4
and that the delay introdued by eah ar is 1. We have: TG(u) = {t1, t2, t3},
TG(v) = {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5} and TG(v) = {t4, t5}. If we onsider the ardinality of TG,
we notie that v has the maximum number of destination nodes that are andidates
to be onneted to it but sine the degree of v is only 3, it means that it an be
onneted to at most 2 destination nodes only beause we require that the v−t paths
we build to link v to a destination node t to be disjoint, otherwise the light splitting
apability onstraints may be violated. We will hoose then the multiast apable
nodes u that maximize minu∈MC(|TG(u)|, |δ
out(u)| − 1) as the best andidates to be
linked to a maximum number of destinations.
• After building a trunk s − u and linking a maximum number of destinations to u,
we need to onsider another node v as a new soure. Sine this new soure should
be able to be linked to other destinations, it should be a multiast apable node or
a leaf node of the tree we are onstruting. We also need to onsider the delay time
δt spent by the signal to reah this new soure v. If we onsider v as a new soure
we have to update the time bound and onsider τ ′ = τ − δt as the new time bound.
We give now the proedure given by the algorithm:
We will denote θ, the tree we are building, Vθ the set of multiast apable nodes and leaf
nodes that are on the tree. The algorithm starts with θ = ∅ and Vθ = {s}.
1. We rst start by hoosing a soure in Vθ and ompute the time bound for this
soure node as desribed previously (τ ′ = τ -(the time spent by the signal to reah
the soure hosen)).
2. For eah multiast apable node u that is not on the tree, we look for the destinations
that ould be linked to u and then sort multiast apable nodes u dereasingly
aording to the value minu∈MC(|TG(u)|, |δ
out(u)| − 1). We pik up the multiast
apable node that has the highest value minu∈MC(|TG(u)|, |δ
out(u)| − 1) and build
the trunk s− u whih is a shortest s− u path and add it to the tree θ.
3. We link the node u to as many destinations t as possible using disjoint u− t paths
and taking into onsideration the delay onstraints.
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4. We update Vθ by adding the new leaf nodes and the multiast apable nodes that
are reahed by the extended tree.
5. Come bak to step 1 if there are some remaining destinations that an be linked to
the tree.
6. If there are still some destinations that ould not be reahed, start building a new
tree spanning the remaining destinations.
7. Return the set of trees built.
Another example Using this proedure, we will illustrate the algorithm through an-
other example. Let us onsider the following instane where all the ars have a delay of






Figure 6.17: Another example of instane
• When the algorithm starts, we have θ = ∅ and Vθ = {s}. We rst identify the
multiast apable nodes that an be joined to a maximum number of destinations
without violating the delay onstraints. To do so, for eah multiast apable node u,
we hek for eah destination node t if it is possible that an s−t path going through u
meets the delay onstraints. We sort dereasingly then the multiast apable nodes u
aording to TG(u), (u1, ..., um) where the rst elements of the sequene are the best
andidates to be linked with the maximum number of destinations. In our example:
TG(u1) = {t1, t2, t3, t4}, TG(u2) = {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6} and TG(u3) = {t5, t6}. TG(u2)
is the largest set but sine the degree of u2 is only 3, it means that it an be linked
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to only 2 destinations using disjoint paths. For example, it an be joined to t1 using
the path {u2u1, u1t1} but any u2 − t2 path will inlude the ar u2u1, so we annot
nd two disjoint u2 − t1 and u2t2 paths. Sine min(|TG(u1)|, δ
out(u1)− 1) = 3 and
min(|TG(u2)|, δ
out(u2)− 1) = 2, u1 is the best andidate to build a trunk. Now we






Figure 6.18: The trunk {su2, u2u1}
• After adding the trunk {su2, u2u1} to the tree, we add disjoint paths u1 − t paths
where t is a destination. We notie here that we annot join t3 and t4 to u1 at
the same time using disjoint paths beause there is only one u1 − t3 path whih is
{u1v, vt3} and any path linking u1 to t4 involves the ar u1v. We hoose arbitrarily
to link u1 to t3 instead of t4. Now we have θ = {su2, u2u1, u1t1, u1t2, u1v, vt3} and







Figure 6.19: u1 an be linked to 3 destinations only
• The only node in Vθ = {s, u2, u1, t1, t2, t3} that an be linked to at least one destina-
tion is u2 so we hoose it as a new soure and the new time delay is τ
′ = τ−d(su2) =






Figure 6.20: Another trunk is added
• We omplete the tree by linking u3 to t5 and t6 and we will have







Figure 6.21: t5 and t6 an be linked to u3
• It is impossible to link the remaining terminal t4 to the urrent tree θ so we have to
build a new tree to reah this last destination. We an use for that purpose the tree






Figure 6.22: Another tree is needed to span t4
The nal solution is given by the set of trees {θ, θ′}.
6.5 Final remarks
In order to ompare our heuristi to optimal solutions, we ran CPLEX ILP solver on
randomly generated instanes. Unfortunately, the tests were too time onsuming and
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we preferred to stop those tests (CPLEX was spending tens of hours to solve a single
instane). We learly annot ompare the trunk-rst algorithm with Reroute-to-soure,
Reroute-to-any and Member Only algorithms sine these three algorithms do not take
into onsideration the delay onstraints. Finally, we also ould not ompare the trunk-
rst algorithm to the NKSPH beause the authors kept some parts of this heuristi hidden;
they did not explain, in partiular, how they generate the k s− t paths they ombine at
eah iteration while it is a ritial point in the algorithm beause it has a deisive inuene




We studied in this researh the delay and degree onstrained Steiner tree problem whih
has a diret appliation in the teleommuniation industry and espeially in the WDM
networks whih are believed to beome the new generation of optial networks. The
problem is very wide and we tried to over most of its aspets as requested by Alatel-
Luent ompany. We proeeded by onsidering eah aspet of the problem separately as
it is almost always done for suh kind of problems. Most, if not all, of the artiles studied
addressed one of these aspets at a time. One of the key ahievements in this study is
proposing the uts dealing with the delay onstraints and the orresponding separation
algorithms. These uts and algorithms showed very good performanes in the tests sine
the problem ould be solved without branhing whih means that these uts shape the
polyhedron assoiated with the relaxed problem and, doing so, allow us to approah the
integer polyhedron appropriately and that the separation algorithms nd eiently the
uts needed. These uts and algorithms were also eient in dealing with the delay
Steiner tree problem. The tests showed that our method, without using any heuristi or
elimination algorithm to redue the size of the solution spae, is more stable than solving
the problem without adding uts by simply alling CPLEX and is denitely more eient
for instanes involving a high number of destinations. Finally, we showed the limits of
our method when degree onstraints are added to the model. Dealing with this problem
requires spei uts addressing the degree limitations involved in the optial networks.
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A.1 Additional onventions and notations
We are going to present two formulations for the problem for undireted graphs. For the
both ases, we will onsider an undireted graph (E,V ) modeling a network. E is the set
of edges and V is the set of nodes. We will also onsider:
• a soure node s and a set of terminals T = {t1, t2, ..., tp}.
• a delay bound τ ,
• a set of wavelengths L = {λ1, λ2, ..., λl},
• a ost funtion c : E × L→ N. The ost of the use of a frequeny λ on an edge e is
noted c(e, λ)
• a splitting apability funtion θ : V → N
We will also use the following notations:
• Pk is the set of s− tk paths suh that the delay onstraint is respeted.
• Pe is the set of paths inluding the edge e.
Finally, we will onsider that the degree of a soure or a terminal is 1. If it is not the ase,







s . t .
. .
A.2 Formulation 1
This is a formulation onsidering a further use of a olumn generation tehnique.
We onsider the following variables:
• (xλ)λ∈L are variables of {0, 1}
E
. xλ(e) = 1⇔ the wavelength λ in used on the edge
e.
• (yλk )1≤k≤p,λ∈L are variables of {0, 1}
Pk
. yλk (p) = 1 ⇔ the frequeny λ is used on
path p to link s and tk.
• z ∈ {0, 1}L a binary funtion suh that z(λ) = 1 if, and only if, the wavelength λ if
used in the network.
The onstraints used are desribed here:





(∀k ∈ {1, ..., p})(∀e ∈ E) yλk (P
k ∩ Pe) ≤ x
i
λ(e)
(∀k ∈ {1, ..., p})(∀λ ∈ L) xλ ≥ yλk
(∀λ ∈ L)(∀u ∈ V )xλ(δ(u)) ≤ θ(u)
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(∀e ∈ E)(∀λ ∈ L) xλ(e) ≤ z(λ)










Remark We did not hoose this formulation beause we were not able to nd a smart
way to nd whih variable should leave an whih one should enter the basi base for the
olumn generation tehniques we experimented. They all ended by a simple enumeration of
all the solutions whih is very time onsuming onsidering the size of the spae onsidered.
A.3 Formulation 2
We onsider the following variables:
• (xλ)λ∈L are variables of {0, 1}
E
. xλ(e) = 1⇔ the wavelength λ is used on the edge
e.
• (yλk )1≤k≤p,λ∈L are variables of {0, 1}
E
. yλk (e) = 1⇔ λ is used to link s and tk and e
is in the s− tk path.
• z ∈ {0, 1}L a binary funtion suh that z(λ) = 1 if, and only if, the wavelength λ if
used in the network
The onstraints used are desribed here:
(∀k ∈ {1, ..., p})(∀s − tkut C) y
λ




(∀k ∈ {1, ..., p})(∀λ ∈ L) xλ ≥ yλk
(∀k ∈ {1, ..., p})(∀λ ∈ L)
∑
e∈E
d(e)yλk (e) ≤ τ
(∀λ ∈ L)(∀u ∈ V )xλ(δ(u)) ≤ θ(u)
(∀e ∈ E)(∀λ ∈ L) xλ(e) ≤ z(λ)











Remark We hose to use a direted graph to model our problem beause this formula-
tion is tighter in the sense that the solution of its relaxed version will give a value loser
to the optimal value of the integer formulation. Details and proofs an be found for the
ase of the lassi Steiner tree problem in Tobias et al. [29℄,[30℄.
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Appendix B
A generalization of the uts
B.1 A generalization of the uts
In the inequalities proposed in this study, we onsidered an ar uv and a onneted prede-
essors or suessors set. In fat, the inequalities an be extended by onsidering both of
them simultaneously. We introdue here a simple example by onsidering a simple path
as onneted predeessors set and a onneted suessors set. In a graph G = (V,A), we
onsider an ar uv, a node w ∈ V \{s}, a simple w−u path p and ς a onneted suessors
set of uv suh that ({s, t} ∪ V (p)) ∩ V (ς) = ∅.






s.t. F = {u′v′ ∈ A \ ς|u′ ∈ V (ς); ldG(s,w) + d(p) + d(uv) + l
d
H(v, u
′) + d(u′v′) + ldG(v
′, t) ≤
τ} ∪ {u′v′ ∈ A \ p|v′ ∈ V (p)}
and H = (V (ς), ς).
B.2 Enhaned separation algorithms
Based on this idea, we will propose new versions for both algorithm 1 and 2.
Algorithm 1 Instead of onsidering an ar at one extremity of the "piee of a path"
onsidered, we will onsider any ar of this "piee of a path". Previously, the inequalities
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ould be represented as follows; we onsidered an ar uv and a piee of a path whih is a





s.t. F = {u′v′ ∈ A \ ς |u′ ∈ V (ς); ldG(s, u) + d(uv) + l
d
H(v, u
′) + d(u′v′) + ldG(v
′, t) ≤ τ}
and H = (V (ς), ς).
. . .
u v . . .
. . .
The "piee of a path" onsidered is in bold and the ars of F are dashed.
We notie that the ar uv hosen is on an extremity of the piee of path onsidered.
For the new inequalities proposed, we an hoose the ar uv anywhere on the piee of a
path onsidered:
. . .
. . u v .
. . .
beause the inequalities (3.8.1) are written dierently when we ompare them with the
original ones (3.8.2).
We onsider now in a graph G the delay-onstrained shortest path problem between
two nodes s and t. Let p be an s − t path and onsider two nodes v0 and v suh that




i=0 d(vivi+1) + d(vnv) + l
d
G(v, t) > τ , for k ∈


















Sine, algorithm 1 an be easily modied in order to hek if these inequalities are violated
by onsidering all the ars of the piee of path onsidered instead of onsidering the one
at the end of this piee of a path, we will not give the details of the modied algorithm.
Algorithm 2 The inequalities (B.1.1) an generalize the uts (3.8.2) by onsidering for
an ar uv a set of suessors and a set of predeessors.
The modied version of algorithm 2 involves a hange in the distane inequalities
heked and a dierent hoie for ς beause we added the ondition V (ς) ∩ V (p) = ∅. We
will hoose p as the shortest s−u path in Gy and ς as the the largest onneted suessors
set of uv in Gy not interseting p and then follow the same proedure as the one used for
algorithm 2 to nd violated uts.
We would like to show the dierene between the original version of the inequalities
(3.8.2) and the new ones (B.1.1). We onsider an ar uv, a node w, a simple w − u path
p′ and ς a onneted suessors set of uv suh that ({s, t} ∪ V (p)) ∩ V (ς) = ∅.
For the original version of the inequalities (3.8.2), F and ς an be illustrated as follows:
. . . .
w . u v . .
. . . .
The bold ars are the suessors of uv while the dashed ones are the ars of F
For the new inequalities (B.1.1), the ars involved an be these ones:
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. . . .
w . u v . .
. . . .
The bold ars are the suessors of uv or the ars of p while the dashed ones are the ars of F
We an see when we ompare the inequalities (3.8.2) and (B.1.1) that (B.1.1) are tighter
when we onsider the same ar uv and the same onneted suessors set ς.
About the omplexity of the enhaned algorithms. For both algorithms A1 and
A2, the only dierene between the original algorithms and the enhaned ones is that
we have to build a onneted set of predeessors whih is a path in both ases. Sine
this path an be found in O(|V |ln(|V |) + |A|) using the modied version of Dijkstra's
algorithm presented by Duin [10℄, the omplexity of the enhaned algorithms is the same
as the omplexity of the enhaned ones.
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